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Governor Sets Apart Annual Insurgent Negroes Burn and For Half an Hour, House Members Were Engaged in an House Reaffirmed Its Deci- Budapest, Hungary, Faces Roosevelt Will Have Thirty-TwGeneral Suspension by
sion to Favor United
Delegates As First
Pillage Unres! rained by
Holiday for Honoring of
Altercation That Resembled a RiotThree Remarkable
Accorded Him
Trade Unions
States Vessels
Authorities
Veterans
Resolutions Adopted That Make Speaker
Baca's Organization Supreme.
LOST HOME COUNTY
SOCIALIST li
ISLAND
FOR PAROLE U. S. WARSHIPS TO
SilBSIITUTElOLTARIFF BILL CALLED

BUI

RECOMMENDED

Attorney

o

SXXX1KKX
The final test between Speak-

General Frank W. Guantanamo, American Naval
Base, Center of Revolution-

Clancy Defines Powers of
Justices of Peace.

er Baca's House organization
and its opposition came this afternoon amidst scenes that are
almost unparalleled in New
Mexico legislative history. For
a time a riot seemed imminent
and the Speaker called on the
sergeant-at-arm- s
and threatened to call in other officers to
quiet the riotous members led
by Blanchard, Toombs, Catron
and others, but the final test
vote showed 29 votes for and 15

ary Movement.

that it
ported with recommendation
Si be passed.
Senate Substitute for Senate Bill
I

XNo.

30.
Reported by Committee on
Public Lands, an act to provide for
the creation, organization and maintenance of the state land office, etc.,
May 13th, received from Senate. May
lfith; referred to Committee on Public Lands.
May 22nd, reported with
recommendation that it be passed.
Nineteen Measures Are Law.
nineteen measires passed by the legislature have become
law. They are all of minor, incidental or local importance and include
resolutions and memorials, bills fix- ing the time for holding court in var- imift districts tho nerinrv apt
tha
Commission Act,
Pacific Exposition
various appropriations for legislative
Several of the measures
expenses.
became law by the governor's signaNo
ture, the others by limitation.
act lias been vetoed thus far.

The following prisoners of the state vBy Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
for
Washington, D. C, May 23. As a
penitentiary were recommended
j:arole by the parole board at a recent result of reports of danger to American lives and property in Cuba, the
meeting:
Tomas Montoya, San Miguel county; navy department, at the request of
Medardo Luna, Rio Arriba county; we state ut;pai luteal, uas uruereu iu
county; naval transport Prairie to embark 500
Enrique Sebedra, Bernalillo
Normie (Navajo Indian), McKinley marines at Philadelphia and proceed
county; Marcial Vigil, San Miguel immediately to the United States na
county; Jose Galvan, Colfax county;! val station at Guantanimo bay to join
against the investigating comJose Domingo Torres, Mora county ; the gunboats Paducah and Nashville.
mittee's resolution for an invesJesus Sedillo, Bernalillo county; Roy!
Pessimistic Reports.
tigation of fiduciary affairs in
G. Knight, Colfax county, C. F. Bell,
every county. A lesser storm V
State department advices today reHer-rerde
San Miguel county; Gregorio
broke out over a resolution to
garding Cuba were very pessimistic.
Rio Arriba county; Felipe Cha- Apparently the government has been
dismiss the contests against
This
Casados and Martinez.
vez, Socorro county; Leslie Bell, San unable to estimate the strength or the
Eddy purpose of the present insurrectionary
resolution carried.
Miguel county; Will Crockett,
The bill by Speaker Baca to
county; Rafael Vigil, Taos county; movement.
F. C.
Rafael Flores, Lincoln county;
V . complete the Scenic Highway
Situation Admittedly Grave.
Greenwood, Eddy county; Perfecto
from Santa Fe to the Pecos, ap- The Cuban military authorities adRodriguez, Grant county; Jacobo Frier-ze- , mit that the situation is serious, but
propriating $5,000 therefore,
Burg Liquor Regulation Bill.
Dona Ana county; Miguel Hernan- think they can control it. The gov- S passed the House unanimously
dez, Santa Fe eounly; Jack O'Downe, ernment is said to be receiving ofthis forenoon.
Attorney General Frank W. Clancy
Luna county.
appeared before the House finance
fers of service from various organiza- XSXXXXXXXXXXXXX:;
.
committee yesterday to discuss tho
Memorial Day Proclamation.
tions and individuals.
Considerable inroads were nade on Burg h'gh license and local option
Law and custom has established an
A party of Congressmen left Havana
annual holiday in honor and memory last night for their respective districts the House calendar yesterday. At the bili No. 8. which will be reported out
of committee
with favorable report,
of the soldiers and sailers who went in the disaffected regions to make an
beginning of the week it had forty-nin- but with a number of amendments.
U
to the defense of our country. In this effort to conciliate the negroes.
measures on it. Last evening is based in part on the New Hampshiie
national roll of patriotism New Mexico
To Provoke Intervention?
law which has worked well, with a
and proud
a conspicuous
occupies
It is reliably reported to the state when the House adjourned, the total
position. She sent to the fore in that aepartment that many peol,,e consider number had been reduced to twenty-three- . number of innovations adapting it to
II.
Ika ri11 War
However, five bills and one New Mexico conditions. Its administhe movement designed to provoke in
sons
than
her
of
were added for today. tration is to be vested in a board of
memorial
greater percentage
was
tervention, but no explanation
did any other commonwealth in the volunteered at the department at the The new bills on the calendar include license commissioners who will have
Fnion; furthermore, these soldiers receipt of this report. It has been a the Senate Public Lands bill, one ot discretion to deny licenses to appliwere pi iiicipmiy opamsii-...c- .
ii.au.,, matter ot discussion for some time the big measures of the session. The cants who are deemed unfit and also
to places located in parts where a sawho had then recently sworn al-new measures are:
the diplomatic corps here,
loon would be objectionable. The minto the United States Govern- - anlong
House Bill No. 92, introduced
by
evr that tne Cuban government
In more recent years New Mex-!l- f
temntert tn enronraee a Mullen, Moreno and Llewellyn, April imum license fee in rural districts and
mfnt
ico again contributed of her manhood rebellious movement in the hope of 16th, an Act establishing a chair of small settlements is to be $500 a year,
and a license can be revoked for cause
in the conflict with Spain. All New securing a continuance in power by
Ornithology in the Agricultural and under the provisions of the measure.
Mexicans should pause for a day in American backing. It has been stated Mechanical
College at Mesilla Park,
their busy lives and gratefully pay that President Gomez has lost control N. M., etc.; referred to Committee A method of precinct and municipal
local option is provided and the meas- and
men
tribute to the brave
living
of his own liberal, party through his on Ways and Means. May 22nd, re- ure apl,ears to be a compromise act ac- dead who offered their services and refusal to displace the Spanish
ele- that it ceptable to all except those very radported with recommendation
or ment
s
their lives tor tne estaDiisnment
in
favor
the
among
be passed.
ical on either side of the liquor questhe peace and safety we now enjoy; jof the so.called "veterans" a large
House Bill No. 120, introduced
by
tion. There is no doubt, that its
WILLIAM
I,
NOW, THEREFORE,
proportion of whom are negroes, who Llewellyn, April 22nd. An act relat- adoption and enforcement would elimC. McDONALD, Governor of the State
participated in the war of independ ing to the collection of delinquent inate many of the objectionable feaof New Mexico, do hereby proclaim
ence.
taxes prior to and including the year tures of the liquor business.
Gomez Unpopular.
Thursday, May 30th,- 1912
1&10, etc.; referred to Committee on;
Senate.
as
On the other hand, the conservative
Ways and Means. May 22nd, report- Senator Clark was in the chair. The
MEMORIAL DAY.
a
considerable
porincluding
element,
ec' with recommendation
that it be following bills were introduced:
in the State of New Mexico, and tion of his own
party, are deeply disSenate Bill No. 16S, to repeal Secrecommend that the people on that satisfied with the local administration passed.
House Bill No. 1C9, introduced bv tion 101, Chapter 1, title 2, Compiled
day refrain from all labor so far as of the island and the distribution of
practicable; that they join the various concessions and special privileges of Burg, May 7th. An act to create and Laws of 1907, relative to keeping herds
patriotic societies in a proper obser- great value. The party conventions establish an institution to be known three leagues from a settlement, was
as the New Mexico state fair, at or introduced by Barth.
vance of the day; that in the schools
Senate Bill No. 1C.9, by Gallegos, to
suitable exercises be held and the
near the city of Albuquerque,
etc.;
(Continued on Page Five.)
referred to Committee on Ways and encourage the study of history and
meaning of the day explained to tho
children so they may fully understand
Means, May 22nd, reported with rec- civics of the United States with esthe sacred duty which causes men to
ommendation
that it be passed with pecial reference to history and civics.
Senate Bill No. 170, by Walton, to
lay down their lives in defense of the
amendments.
nag.
House Bui No. 228, introduced by provide for th payment of outstanddebts of counties not assumed by
Done at the Executive Office this
Hilton, May 20th. An act to amend ing
the 22nd Day of May, A. D. 1912.
Section 11 of Chapter 42 of the Laws the state.
Senate Bill No. 171, by Walton, relaWitness my hand and the Great
of the 38lh Legislative Assembly of
tive to qualifications of voters.
Seal of the State of New Mexico.
referNew
the Territory of
Mexico;
WILLIAM C. McDONALD,
Reports of Committees.
red to Committee on Judiciary. May
The committee on county and muniGovernor. Battle Near Rellano
Opened
22nd, reported with recommendation
cipal indebtedness, reported favorably
Attested:
that it be passed.
House Bill No. 41, the Bond Bill.
by Fierce Federal ArtilANTONIO LUCERO,
House Joint Memorial No. 7, introThe committee on roads
Secretary of State.
Fire
lery
duced by Vargas, May 20th, relative amendments to House Bill No. reported
90, proOpinion by Attorney General.
to congressional action in regard to viding for the placing of
sign boards
May 20, 1912.
Pueblo
referred to Commit
Mr. J. D. Walker, Carlsbad, N. M.
HOLDING
REBELS
POSITION tee on Indians;
State Affairs. May 22nd, re- (Contlnued on Page Four.)
Dear Sir:
I have just received your letter of
the 10th inst. in which you ask Reports Suggested,
However,
whether as a justice of the peace you
Would
be
That
Insurgents
F
now have jurisdiction in cases where
Forced Out.
the omount in dispute, exclusive of
Interest, is more than $100.00 or less

Present Measure Will be Ad Failing to Gain Possession of Latest Reports Indicate That
Governor Wilson Has Made
Public Square Mob Wrecked
versely Reported to House
Shop Windows.

by Rep. Smoot.
i.

By Special Leased Wire to New Mexlc;in)

XXXXXXXXV

Senate.
Met at noon.
Finance committee authorized Senator Smoot to report
adversely the House wool tariff revision bill and announced
that a substitute measure would
be framed.
Commerce committee considered report of Titanic investigation which will be made

Slight Gains.

(By Special Leased Wire to Kew Mexican)
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Columbus, Ohio, May 2:1 Colonel
Budapest, Hungary, May 23. Sharp
battles between the police and strik- - Theodore Roosevelt will have thirty-tw- o

ers have been frequent all over the
Ohio diotiici 'ieVgates to the Re
throughout the morning. Two publican natio utl convei (.ion and
strikers have been killed and many President Tift M. ( ove'm- - Harmon
of the police and strikers wounded, 25 iviil
to tli' P..:'i:iiKire convention
of the latter severely.
with thirty-oiyL
disuitt
11 for Gov.?rn,ir
Socialist Strike.
of Sew
in addition to t'..e six 1clesiBi.es
Practically a!J the trade unionist
workers in Budapest with the excep- at large, the right to name whom he
tion of municipal employes struck this won by his victory in the Deniocidtic
morning as a result of a resolution Presidential preference primary. With
May 2S.
passed last night by the Socialist numerous precincts still unt.ibulated,
Arizona legislature in petiUnion, which proclaimed a general these figures stand out as generally
comtion urged abolition of
as a protest against the election accepted.
strike
The six Republican delemerce court.
the gates at large probably
of Count Tisza as speaker of
U be in disHouse.
lower House. Count Tisza is a strong pute until after the Republican stale
Met at 11 a. m.
Vonnonent of universal suffrage. rifty convention.
Resumed consideration of the X thniiQnnrl
this
wnrkmpii assembled
Panama canal administration
Fight for Delegates-at-Large- .
in the streets leading to parmorning
bill.
for both Roosevelt and
of
Managers
liament square, all the approaches
Charges of official misconduct
which were guarded by strong cordons Taft claim they have won enough delby R. G. Valentine, Indian comegates to the state convention to give
of police.
missioner, were renewed
by
them control of the convention. WalMob Destroyed Property.
the interior department expendThe strikers finding their efforts to ter F. Brown, Roosevelt's Ohio camiture committee.
of
Parliament paign manager, said today the Roosf-veobtain
possession
By a vote of 117 to 126 the
unavailing, started wrecking
fight for Ohio's six delegates-.!-largSquare,
provision in Panama bill rewill be carried into the state
windows and street lamps and destroyno
tolls
be charged
quiring
displayed in the shop win- convention.
goods
ing
coast-wisAmerican
trade vesdows. Then they began stoning th'-Wilson Makes Small Gain.
sels passing through canal was
police, who drove them off repeatedly
Columbus,
Ohio, May 2:!. Scatter- charging with their clubs.
returns
from
the most distant dis
ing
Two Strikers Killed.
which have been received withtricts
occurred
encounter
The most serious
,
Nominations by President.
indicate thut
the in the last few
in Outer Wigner street, where
Colonel
Roosevelt's
delegates acWashington, D, C, May 23. The strikers took possession of a big build
in Tuesday's primaries will
president tody nominated Cornelius ing, from wnit-- tney nreci at tne po- quired
hitherof not drop below the thirty-twseveral
After
with
revolvers.
lice
O'Keefe, as customs collector for Arthe policemen had been hit with bul- to accorded him. Governor Wilson of
izona: John McCourt, as
United
has made
lets, the officer in charge ordered the New Jersey, however,
States attorney for Oregon;
Frank men to return the fire. Several vol- slight gains and there is a possibilitv
C. Bramwell, register of the' land ofdelegates
leys were fired into the crowd, and that Governor Harmon's
two of the strikers were killed and a 'will not total more than twenty-seven- .
fice at La Grande, Oregon.
dozen wounded. The strikers in the
Harmon Majority, 13,091.
Arizona Urges Abolition cf Combuilding unable to withstand the sharp
The respective pluralities of the
merce Court.
reply of the police, dashed mil of the candidates in the Democratic
presiWashington, D. C, May 23 The doors and (led in all directions.
dential preference with practically
abolition of the commerce court was
City Under Martial Law.
complete returns from all but seven
urged in a petition from the Arizona
Budapest. May 23. Another hot re- - countiis are 10,137 for Wilson and
to
Senate
the
legislature presented
volver fignt betwec.n the police and the 23.22S for Governor Harmo
i:
today. The petition asserts that the strikers occurred near the parliament
eOhio
Governor
the
ma,'
court i '"used oy ihe lailroads to house this afternoon. There were sevblock the work of the interstate com- eral fatalities among the strikers. One x.5,091.
Harmon Lost Home County.
merce commission."
mounted policeman was killed and anWhile the seven counties,
it is
other fatally hurt and many strikers thought, may reduce Harmon's plurAdverse Report on Wool Bill.
wrecked
mob
wounded.
The
were
Washinglon, D. C, May 23. The
ality slightly, no important change in
Senate committee on finance today au- much business property and set fire to these figures is expected.
The gov
stores
of
the
thorized Senator Smoot of Utah to. several street cars. Most
Hamilton,
- ernor lost his home county,
starenort ndverselv the House wool tar have been closed and troops are
in the first district, by a close race,
iff revision bill and to announce that;tioned in the Principal streets.
but suffered no loss of delegates
later the Republican members of the
there inasmuch as his opponent had
committee would take up the framing
no candidates for delegates.
of a Republican substitute. The adClermont co inty, the home of Lieuverse report was on a six to eight vote.
tenant Governor Hugh Nichols, Har
WOOL BILL
mon s campaign manager, gave Mr.
In presenting the committees adWilson a ifhirality of seventy-five- .
verse report on the House bill, Mr.
Supporters of the Ohioan are said to
Smoot stated that the majority exbe in control of the county convento
a
pected
report substitute. Senator
however.
tion,
Heyburn protested that as the majori- This Will Be
On the basis of the tabulations of
Alleged by
ty had taken no action, no member had
de'egates to the Republican state
a right to make such a promise which
in Trial of
Colonel Roosevelt
apconvention,
was calculated, he said, "to create the
Darrow
parently has 3S7 out of 754, while 378
impression that the Republican party
are necessary to control the county
is about to enter upon a revision of
conventions to which delegates were
the tariff."
COURT CLERTFIRST WITNESS elected Tuesday and at which all but
No Tariff Board for Him.
twenty-threcounties will name state
Senators Lodge and Penrose added!
in
Kstimates
each
that the Republican members of the DetectJVe Franklin Who Was delegates.
RooseColonel
accord
county
i wiiiiiii i.Lcc wtjiuu
prefceia a uni uaseu
velt the
Taft
supadvantage.
Also Indicted Will be Placed
on the report of the tariff board.
porters do not admit this, however,
on Stand
Congress legislates and it has no
and intimate that the president will
master to dictate its course," said Mr.
have strength enough in the state
a
Heyburn, tersely, indicating
pur(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) convention in June to give him the
pose not to be guided by the tariff
Los Angeles, Calif., May 23. Whole six
delegates at large.
board.
sale attempts to bribe jurors in the La Follette Didn't Draw Much.
Wool Tariff Too High?
t
the
McNamara case will be alleged by
Tho total LaFollette vote in the
Senator
remarked that a prosecution against Clarence S. Dar- Roosevelt
Opened State Next Tuesday Senate Will majority ofBailey
primaries was a little less than 150.
the Republican members
f
the
for
chief
counsel
former
roWj
the committee wanted to confess Xamara brothers, in his present trial Although in one or two instances
Report 'of InvestiCampaign Patterson
out ran President Taft's delethat the rates of the
on an indictment charging him with they
Afternoon
gating Committee
bill were too high and that Senator tne t,riBery of George N. Lockwood. gates, his candidates for delegates
did not gain enough to seriously menHeyburn did not agree with them.
piginct Attorney Fredericks said at ace
any of Colonel Rooseve't's
"That states my position accurate-- ' tne
of the trial proper today
ginning
TAFT WILL SPEAK IN CAMDEN, SWEEPING CBlTiCISMS
MADE ly," replied Mr. Heyburn.
"I do not ln.lt the state would endeavor to show
want a revision."
tl)&t ,,ockwood and Robert Bain were
"And the others do," concluded Mr. EOt tne only McNamara jurors sought METHODIST CONFERENCE
Republican Candidates Motor More Life Boats and EfHcent Ba"yELECTED FOUR BISHOPS.
to be corrupted.
Wireless Apparatus Will
to Commuting Districts
Free Use of Panama Canal for Amer-- . Trial Starts With Preliminary Flour-- ,
k
ishes.
cans.
Stuntz, .Henderson, Shepard and
be Recommended
About New York.
Have so Far Been
Washington, D. C, Mav 23. Bv a' A repetition of yesterday's difficulty
Chosen.
vote of 147 to 12fi the House today re- selecting the alternate juror was
( By Special Leased Wire to New Mexleaju
(By Rppctnl Leaned Wire to Now Mexican)
By Special Leaseo Wire to New Mexican)
not
expected when the trial was
affirmed
no
decision
its
should
toll
that
D.
23.
The
Newark, N. J., May 23. President
C,
May
Washington,
helieved
Minneapolis, Minn., May 23. No
charged American vessels engaged sumed this morning. It was
Taft and Colonel Roosevelt today Senate committee on commerce
in coast wise traorf for passage ly both sides that the thirteenth juror election again resulted on the sevenon New Jersey for their next;
,
,,, ,
Tho teenth ballot for bishops of the Methobtained.
"
through the Panama canal. The pro- - would be speedily
state campaign for delegates to tho;Bldereti
"'f vision
con- odist Episcopal church, the result of
the
for
the
of
prosecution
re-will
was
committee
and
the
Pns
'
bitterly
fought
The battle for as,ter'
national convention.
duct of the opening stages of the ac- - which was announced today: F. D.
sult was received with cheers.
,,CAl
1,,c
twenty-eigh- t
the
state-allrepresentatives
leete, Detroit, was first, 420, R. J.
The
eventu-canal government bill
' tual trial included an opening
this state will send to Chicago, opened :wiil be a sweeping arraignment, offi-itFrederto
Cooke, New York, second, S(i8, and
ment
the
Attorney
by
jury
was
20G to 61. Represent
of
is
of
conduct
the
passed
understood,
last night when Senator LaFollette
tative Broussard of Louisiana nought "KS ana tne inirouucuon oi evmemc F. J. McConnell, Green Castle, Ind.,
spoke at Jersey City and West Hobok- - cers, especially Captain Smith, under
to Know that George N. Lockwood, hi third, 305 ; necessary to elect 490.
which
vesse:
the
swept along unsuccessfully to amend the provision
great
en. Colonel Roosevelt is the next canThe four bishops thus far elected
was a
railroads
from
operating! McNamara jury talesman
didate on the field, coming Into the through the iceberg area to her doom prohibiting
in competition with their mvn!!w'r drawn venireman, as well as the are: Dr. Homer C. Stuntz, New York;
state this morning for a' series of with its immense loss of life. The
lines. The amendment would have f;' tnat Clarence uarrow was at tnai Dr. T. S. Henderson, Brooklyn; Dr. W.
speeches that will close tonight at Jer- report was framed largely by Senator made such
B. McXa- - O. Shepard, Chicago, and Dr. N.
provision apply specifical- - lime cnief counsel for J.
Smith
Alden
William
of
Michigan, the
sey City.
Kansas City, Missouri.
on trial.
tnen
to
the
traffic
niara,
throueh
iy
the
Panama;
chairman of the
that
on
The deadlock continued
the
Committees Are Besieged.
Monroe, clerk of Judge
George
canal
conducted the investigation.
Bordwell's court, in which the McNa- eighteenth ballot. Dr. Ieete dropping
The President will open his camMagdalena Bay Correspondence,
Will Criticize Captain Smith,
mara trial was held, will be the first to 417, with Dr. McConnell second at
paign at Camden tonight. A large part
D. C, May 23. PresiThe report, it is said will severely
Washington,
witness and after proper foundation 394, and Dr. Cooke third with 391. Nee- automo
will
be
of the campaigning
by
Smith as mainly re- - dent Taft, responding to a resolution shall have been laid by other prelimi- essary to elect 508.
bile, and both President Taft and Col- - criticize Captain
:
,
.......
..
.1
n
i.
i..
f
"IC
by Senator Hitchcock, today sent to nary witnesses. Iockwood will be
The nineteenth ballot also resulted
will spend several
onel Roosevelt
to heed the warnings of other the Senate a second message on the
F. J. McConnell was
in no election.
tailure
on
the
stand.
out
each
in
New
York,
jnxed
nights
setting
British Board of Trade reported activity of Japanese in the
442 vo'es; F. D. Leete secThe
with
vessels.
first
followed
to
be
is
Lockwood
to
cover
expected
the
thickly populated,
morning
narta nf the state within the commut-- , tor a inspection; J. Bruce ismay vicinity of Magdalena Bay, Mexico. on the witness stand by Bert H. Frank- ond with 42C, and R. J. Cooke, third,
who was a passenger, and will point The president transmitted all of the lin, former detective in the employ of with 418.
ing zone.
The conference adopted the report
Wilson is Opposed in New Jersey. ' the lack of discipline in the time of correspondence between the state de- the McNamara defense, who also was
Syndi- Indicted for the alleged
bribery of jof the Episcopacy committee reconv
Governor Wilson Is the 'only candi- - danger. Captain Lord of the Califor- - partment and the American
date named on Democratic
primary' nia, will figure in the responsibility cate which owned land It was propos- Iockwood. and C. E. White, a former mending Helena, Montana, Kansas
ballots, but the governor's campaign because of falure to take necessary ed to sell to a Japanese fishing com- county jailer, said to have been the City, Kansas, and Atlanta, Georgia,
pany. This correspondence was briefly man who handed the alleged bribe as places where Episcopal residences
should be established.
set forth In the first message.
money to Lockwood.
Continued on Pace Five.)
(Continued on Page 8.)
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NEW JERSEY IS

than $200.00.
The present statute of New Mexico is not negative as is the clause in
the Constitution but affirmatively
gives' each justice of the peace jurisdiction in civil actions where the.
debt, damages or value of property
shall not exceed $100.00 with certain
exceptions as you will see by reference to Section 3232 of the Compiled
Laws of 1897. The Constitution in
Section 26 of Article VI negatively
prohibits justices of the peace from
having Jurisdiction In any matter in
which the debt or sum claimed shall
De

in excess of $200.00 exclusive

of

interest. This does not confer any
jurisdiction on the justice but requires legislation to make it operative beyond the jurisdiction already
conferred by statute. As you say the
constitution provides that all laws in
force, in conformity with the consti
tution, shall remain In force. There
U no inconsistency between the stat-- !
ute above referred to and the clause
of the constitution. While the constitution forbids the giving to justices
of jurisdiction above $200.00, yet the
legislature might consistently limit
the jurisdiction to a less amount.
Therefore, until the legislature acts,
the jurisdiction must remain the
same as fixed by the Territorial statute.
Yours truly,
.

I

By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican

rupted yesterday's engagement, it
appeared as it the rebels hod been
slowly disorganized by the fierce artillery fire from the government front.
FRANK W. CLANCY,
The federals count upon their long
Attorney General. range guns to drive the enemy back
into the northwest in much the same
manner of the bottle at Conejos a
XXXXXXX'CXXXXX
The engagement
X DOMESTIC ECONOMY
X week ago Sunday.
X
MANUAL TRAINING. X Is the climax of two weeks of hard
'
!.
marching through the desert plains
X
The domestic economy and X of northern Mexico by the 4,000 fedX manual training exhibits at the X erals under Ge'eral Huerta. Repairhigh school building will be
ing bridges and constructing practiX open to the public all day to-- X cally a new railroad over the course
X morrow.

SXXX?XX&XXXXXXX

(Continued

on Page Five.)
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At Federal Front, Near Rellano,
Mex., May 23. Fighting between the
main rebel and federal armies was
The governrenewed at daybreak.
ment troops opened with sharp artillery fire. There was quick response
from the rebel front, which seems
well fortified. Today's battle Is expected to mafk the turning point in
the Mexican revolution. At 7 a. m.
the rebels were holding their own,
but the federal artillery fire was
growing heavier every minute.
Advantage With Rebels.
General J. J. Campos captured two
cannon and one machine gin of the
federal co'umn on the left The advantage appeared at 9:30 to be with
the rebels in that they are holding
their positions. Genera' Huerta, the
federal chief attempted a flank move
ment behind the hills to the east, but
was unsuccessful and .the. federal
main column fell back. Thefederal
General" Orozco
fire was desultory.
has been on the firing line since 5
o'clock.
Federals Depend on Big Guns.
At Federal Front, Near Rellano,
Mexi., May 23. When night inter-
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ONE WAY OUT.

about in Mesilla a few days ago.
No
sooner did the brothers come within
A Resident of Santa Fe Shows ths
sight of each other than mutual recognition was established, and an exWay.
Only one way to cure a bad back. change of experiences started upon,
Liniment and plasters may relieve which will undoubtedly last through
It;
all the years that remain to each.
They won't cure It.
Backache means sick kidneys.
Prize Fight Promoter Weds.
Doan's Kidney Pills are for bad
Miss Marie Dreseher,
aged
kidneys.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W.
Santa Fe people back them up.
Dreseher of Denver, yesterday be-- !
a case of It:
came the bride of Jack Curley, alias
Hilaria Baca, Delgado St., Santa Armand
Schul, aged
promoter of
Fe, N. Mex., says: "About two and a the .lohnson-Flynto be staged
bout
half years ago I gave a public stateat Las Vegas on July 4. The wed- ment telling of my experience with
ding ceremony occurred in the parDona's Kidney Pills.
comThey
lors of the Castaneda hotel at Las
pletely rid me of pains in my back
which had troubled me off and on for Vegas, Justice of the Peace D. R.
The wedding
officiating.
months.
When I stooped or brought Murray
a 6train on my loins, I suffered more came after a courtship of less than
three weeks.
severely and there were various
other difficulties which convinced me
White Slaver Found Guilty.
that my trouble came from disordered
23. Monroe
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
Greeley, Colo., THay
I finally used Doan's Kid
kidneys.
a married man with two childWITH ALL CASH PURCHASES. WE GIVE REGISTER
TICKETS
ney Pills and they brought prompt Suqua,
relief.
I continued taking them and ren, was found guilty of violating the
it was not long before every symptom provision of the "white slave act," this
being the first conviction for such an
of trouble had disappeared."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 offense in Weld county. The jury was
out ten hours. Clyde Hunter, a resicents. Foster-Milbur-n
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United dent of Dacono, who failed to appear
in court when summoned as a witness
States.
Remember the name Doan's and was fined $100 and costs just before
the jury came in. Suqua and two girls
take no other.
went to Dacono and rented a house
from Hunter for one night.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
WHEN PHYLLIS DRIVES
When Phyllis drives her motor-car- ,
ALFaLFa SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages
"Not Guilty."
And down the street we set the pace,
"Not guilty" was the verdict returnThere's not a monarch, earl or king
With whom I would exchange my ed in the district court at Las Vegas
The only exclusive
Fe
house in
ly the jury In the case of Juan Branch
place.
and Xepomuceno Sanchez, charged
I long to take her hand in mine,
with impersonating officers. The men
And tell her of the love I feel;
it was alleged had eone to the
Phone Black
Phone Black But, no, her thoughts are far from me, l,l
.
i
C..i
opiiuss
And both her hands are on the
precinct ana given tne
impression mat tney were officers of
wheel.
the law. Five true bills were returned into court by the grand
jury. One
Her talk is all of chains and gears,
of these was directed against James
Of sprockets, rims and springs,
Iola
J. Hyder, who is accused of embezzling
Dawson Coa!
Of
tires and inner-tube$1 42.65 from the
Singer Sewing MaEl Toro
Sawed Wood
Of carbureters and such things,
And when I'd take her hand in mine, chine Company. The defendants mentioned in the other true bills are not
And tell her of the love I feel,
She says, "You really must look out, under arrest and their names have
not been made public for that reason.
And keep your hands, please, off the
wheel."
Three Accidents.
A son of Monte Averill met with a
It surely is a cruel fate
To love a girl who knows so much, serious accident coming from RoWho holds the wheel, likewise your mero's mill near Tajique with 1200
All Kinds of Building Materials.
feet of lumber on the wagon. He lost
heart.
his balance and fell under the wheels.
;
Beneath her lightest
Doors, Red
For when you'd take her hand in your3 One wheel passed over his right
Yard Ui Hickox Street, Near Union Depot.
snouider and collar bone, and the righl
And tell her of the love you feel,
She says, "You really must take care, ;ear was almost severed. The boy is
100
Red
Phone,
Phone, Red 100
Phone, Red 10f
And keep your hands, please, off the about fourteen years of age. A simi- liar accident befell a son of Mexicio
wheel."
Milino, who was driving from Ogler's
mill with 1,000 feet of lumber on the
Some day I hope a tire will burst,
Blow out, or come right off the car, wagon. His hand was caught under
the wheel and crushed. Frank Means
And that beside the road we'll stop,
Out in the country very far.
,U.h "ammer- .He WfS
And then I'll take her hand in mine.
v....m& oviuc iuoij uiuws wnen tne
hammer flew off the handle and struck
And tell her of the love I feel,
When we are sitting there quite still, nim in the mouth. As a result he has
And both her hands are off the a mouth that isn't much use to him at
wheel.
present. Estancia News.
TO
E. Marriner, in Harper's Magazine.
SITUATION IN CHIHUAHUA
AS AMERICAN SEES IT.

The Little Store
Again Reminds You of the Superior
Quality and Large Variety of

" Soltaire " Goods.

G

WHOLESALE

the

R-a-

Always the Leader

OGERY

AND

U

RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

Santa

grain

LEO HERSCH

45

45

PORTLAND CEMENT

non-ski-

d

J. CRICHTON
Lumber and Coal Yard
R.

Screen

and White Cedar Fence Posts
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For forty years you've known

the name

Health is the foundation of all good
The wise woman realizes this
and takes precautions .to preserve her
health and strength through the period of child bearing. She remains a
pretty mother by avoiding as far as
ppssible the suffering and dangers of
such occasions. This every woman
may do through the use of Mother's
Friend, a remedy that has been so long
in use, and accomplished so much
good, that it is in no sense an experiment, hut a preparation which always
produces the best results. II is for
external application and so penetrating
in its nature as to thoroughly lubricate
every muscle, nerve and tendon involved during the period before baby
comes. It aids nature by expanding
the skin and tissues, relieves tenderness and soreness, and perfectly prepares the system for natural and safe
motherhood. Mother's Friend has been
used and endorsed by thousands of
mothers, and its use will prove a comfort and benefit
to any woman in CfflfMMOAX
looks.

Coldwell Lawn Mower
by reputation you've always associated it with "best in the lawn
mower field."
Coldwell Lawn Mowers are built to last. Half
their lite isn't spent in a repair shop.
They're
always ready for use.
The Coldwell guarantee is back of every ma-cmiie.
guarantee to give satisiactiont
Cold wells are modern. Highly
tempered chrome steel (not
building steel) is used in

a

the-ordinar-

a Coldwell.
The bearings are all instantly
adjustable the sliding ratchets are
indestructible
and the machines
have the Coldwell terrace cutting
attachment that makes a machine
cut as smoothly on a steep terrace
as on the level.
Come in and let us show you
a Coldwell.

t0

JtlAO
VVWIW

remedy. Mother's
Friend is sold at

drug stores. Write for free book foi
expectant mothers, which contains
much valuable information.

BRADF1ELD REGULATOR

CO.,

g
1

Atluu, G.

razas and his large family. He has
rented one hall of the Sheldon hotel
at El Paso and is paying, it is said,
300 dollars a day as rent. He is considered to be one of the wealthiest
men in Mexico and owns more cattle
than any other individual in the

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

If It's Hardware, We Have It.

world.
Chihuahua
one
is
of
the
most beautiful cities I have ever
been in and it has the sanvi climate
that we have in Santa Fe. It is not so
hot here as it is in Washington. The
parks here are gorgeous and bands
flay every evening in them, bands
that are bands, too.
CONTRACT TO BRING
BODIES FROM FT. WINGATE.

I

"

:

-

"

J.

R. Creath
of Star Barn Will
Have Charge of Removal of Remains of Soldiers.
The War Department has awarded
J. R. Creath of the Star Barn in
this city, two important contracts. One
is tQ disinter and bring to Santa Fe
from Ft. Wingate, McKinley county,
the 155 bodies of soldiers buried in the
Post cemetery and also the very large
monuments
monument,
"7, large
anu many siuane:
monuments.
The
other contract iis to take them from
the Santa Fe depot to the National
Cemetery where they will be
These contracts were necessitated by the abandonment
of Fort
Wingate and the custom of the government to take up the remains of
soldiers at abandoned posts and reinterrmg them in the nearest National
Cemetery. The remains at old Fort
AROUND THE
Every Train Brings' Wounded
Men Sumner were thus, recently, brought to
From the Front Still, There
the National Cemetery at Santa Fe.
Is a Band Concert Daily.
Mr. Creath will begin the fulfillment
Unknown Man Killed.
of his contract next week.
An unknown man was run down and
Chihuahua, Mexico,
killed by the south bound Santa Fe
May 20, 1912.
passenger train near Las Cruces. The
I am down in the
really and truly A QUARTER CENTURY
body was taken to Las Cruces for
part of the Mexican revolution. Ev- - Before the Public. Over five million
interment.
erywnere mere are signs of war. Ev samples given away each year. The
ery train brings in a load of wounded constant and increasing sales from
Roosevelt Denies He is Habitual
men, and one hears bugle calls from samples, proves the genuine merit of
Drinker.
the antiseptic powNew York, May 23. Colonel Roose early morning until late at night, and Allen's
velt, in a letter to a friend here, says soldiers go in and out of town by the der to be shaken into the shoes for
Corns, Bunions, Aching,
he never drank a highball or a cock hundreds.
Swollen,
There is a movement afoot now to Moist, Tender feet. Sold everywhere.
tail, and that he takes only about a
25c.
come to peace terms and a government
Sample FREE. Address, A. S
teaspoonful of brandy in a year.
commission is here conferring with the Olmstead, LeRoy, N. Y.
Headers of the revolution.
What the
Marriage License.
A marriage license was issued
at outcome will be is not said, but it deEstancia to J. F. Grubbs of Oklahoma pends on whether Orozco is badly
City and Mrs. B. M. Neel of Willard. beaten in the present battle. If he
They were married by Rev. B. F. Sum- wins, the pillage and carnage will
WOOD
mers, formerly of Santa Fe, at the Val- continue until his choice is saated
ley hotel, and left on the evening train in the presidential chair in Mexico.
Manufacturer of
for Oklahoma City.
If he looses, he will be glad to come
fn terms, one way or the other. HowNew Lutheran Pastor for Belen.
ever, being that the revolutionary
The first Lutheran church of Belen, forces have so
many new recruits
Valencia county, is to have a new pas- every
day, they may not be willing Screen Windows, :: Screen Doors.
tor, Rev. John A. M. Zeigler. D. D, to give in and will
scrap for the
SHOW CASES.
who was at one time pastor of a large
groun(j
which
already
gained
acciiuil-ui Aim aiuoi, iuicn., wis
includes the cities of Chihuahua and
cepted a call from the church at Belen. Juarez.
SANTA FE, N. M
Again; there is the United Telephone 157 W.
He will occupy the pulpit on next SunStates to consider. Every other day
day.
brings in a story to the extent that
an American has been robbed or
Died of His Injuries.
NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND
forced to contribute
the supHoward
died at
the port of the revolutiontowards
Deskins,
and there are
EXPRESS LINE.
Santa Fe hospital at Las Vegas from but few families
of Americans left
his injuries received a month ago in in
Chihuahua.
men
Only men;
a fall at Domingo. Burial will occur whose
Red 161.
business interests do not perat Trinidad, Colorado, although Mrs. mit them to
Leave
Orders
Bros. Drugstore
at
Butt
here.
are
Howevflee,
Deskin and children reside at Las
er, it is said tha General Orozco IsVegas.
v
sued an order that any of his men
who were caught stealing or malBurned.
Fatally
treating foreigners, were to be
The death of James A. Carlyle ocshot. How true this is
curred at the Miners' hospital at cannot be said as he is in
the field
Raton where he has lain for the past of battle and
cannot be interviewed.
two weeks following the Koehler All
the principal Mexican families of
fata! Chihuahua
wreck, in which he received
have fled to the United
burns from escaping steam. The im- States.
These include General Ter- mediate cause of death was blood
finger-touch-

I

ffl

Wells Fargo & Co. Express
General Express Forwarders
All Parts of The World

ISdVfi
Checks

MflflfiV nd ,nconven,ence by Purchaser Wails
mVUVJ Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Travelers'
U.

Tkrovxitat

aad all Foreirn
Countries

S., Canada, Mexico

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEQRAPH

J.

D. BARNES,

Agent.

J. F. RHOADS

Successor to

MORGAN LIVERY CO.,

Also

First-Clas-

Phone Alain

s

139

LIVERY

S

R. CREATH,

RIGS.

Special Furniture, Lawn
Swings and Seats,

310

San Fracisco St.

SANTA FE, N. M.

104Galesteo Street

WOODY'S HACK LINE
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

La Salle Restaurant
CHAS. QANN, Prop.

Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOSJ
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

Telephone II.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
the north bound train and arrive at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Rooms for Rent 25c and 50c.
Short Orders at All Hours.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good covered hacks and good
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.(10
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
French Noodle Order 10c a dlsn,
furnished commereal men to take In
Kew York Chop Suey 60c. the
surrounding to'dns. Wire E'.nbudo

s

TIE

$1.50 and $2.00 Per Day

ALBANY HOTEL

Phone

JULIUS MURALTER

Motor Fell on Engine Wiper.
Frank Leal, engine wiper, was
painfully injured about the head and
back at the Santa Fe round House af
Raton, by a headlight motor, weighing between 150 and 200 pounds,
which fell from the top of the engine
cab, where it had been temporarily
set; and struck the injured man a
blow on the head. By the merest ac
cident, the blow was a glancing one,
thus saving the man from being kill
.

This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
day. Try one of these moderate priced rooms
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
Proof Annex, every room with bath.

To Be Completed July

Why Import Mineral Water ?
r

1st, 1912.

:

WHEN

THE

YOU CAN GET

:

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water
AH Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale
Delivered to your house.

Patronize home industry.

Leave orders

at

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL

FRANK M. JONES,

WATER CO.

SK"

HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
Writes all the Modern
Policies at Lowest Rates.

LIFE, ACCIDENT,

AND FIDELITY BONDS.

REAL ESTATE

For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and Or
chards. Ranches With and Without Improvements.
For Full Information Call,

Or. Phone No. rfed 76

::

The Tailor

Rooms With Bath

Skipping the Bad Places.

WORKER

Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons

J.

rein-terre-

Foot-Eas-

THE STAR BARN
FIRST-CLAS-

-

STHTe""j

and Foreign Money Orders

Payable

'

ed

outright.

Deafness Cannot be Cured
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure deafness, and that is by constitutional remedies. Deafness is caused by an inflamed condition of the mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube. When
this tube is inflamed you have a rumbling sound or imperfect hearing, and
when it is entirely closed, Deafness
is the result, and unless the inflama- t'.on can be taken out and this tube
restored to its normal condition, hearing will be destroyed forever; nine
cases out of ten are caused by Catarrh, wnich Is nothing but an Inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of Deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circulars, free.
F. J. CHENEY, & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by all druggists. 7Ec

Brothers Meet After Thirty Years.
G. W. Gates of Brazito. Dona Ana
county, is enjoying the company of a
brother, whom he has regarded as dead
for many years. Since they last met
this long lost brother Charles, had
visited many foreign lands before settling down in Colorado, where through
a lodge acquaintance his identity was
made known to G. W. Gates. Although
each thought the other dead an Interchange of letters proved the fallacy of
Take Hall's
this belief and a meeting was brought pation.

.amily Pills for consti
.

U .NEW

H

Y
f

I

n,

MLXIUaN PBINTING 00.
Local Agents for

and Desk combined.
A

Desk Unit with few or
many Book Units as desired.

desk anbookcase ever made.
Roomy, convenient attrac- We want to show you
jive.
CiXwrite or phone
bilities

GBt j3ijjS

yjk

J

jjjBSBjjjBMlQ

ffiw5BS!Jlin1

R

lSllmSnl It
jp"wrSp
'""""SE
Jl

II

Will clean, press, repair

or alter Ladies' and
Gents' Garments at
reasonable prices and
will guarantee his work.
Orders taken for Ladies'

and Gents' Custom

Made Suits, Overcoats,
Skirts or Riding Suits.

Thirty years of experience in
tailoring in seme of the largest
cities in Uun je and America.
101

Washington

Avenue.

ffcouc 3lack 22J.

Goods

Cai.'1 f ir and Delivered.

FOR SALE A lot of second hand
belting, hangers, pulleys, and shafting; one 12 horse power and one 22
horse power Leffel Engine, rirst cla?
condition; one 40 horse power locomotive type boiler capable of carrying;
75 pounds of steam, pas? ;J upon
by
Boiler Inspector; radiators, steam
piping and valves; a 50 gallon gasoline tank, with other sundry items.
Any of these items will be sold cheap
If taken at once. If inler.-ste-.- l
address the New Mexico Printing Company, Santa Fe. New Mexico
Commencement
The
Programs
New Mexican Prlnt'ng Company have
received the new s.".mpls of embossed
and engraved commencement program
covers. The line is beautifully gotten
up with the latest patterns and designs. Samples will be mailed upon
request to any one interested. Make
your selections early.

Nothing like having your office up
to date. The Gloue Wiernicke Filing
and Sectional Unit book cases, not
only improve the looks of your office
but will pay for themselves in the
time they sve you. Wh'- - not be up
to date? New Mexican Printing
Society Stationery The New Mexf-ca- n
Printing Company have on hand
and can make up promptly the latest
forms in society stationery. The new
size correspondence cards, etc. Or.
ders taken for engraved and embossed work. Several lines to make
your selection from.
It will not pay you to waste your
ttem writing out your legal form
when you can get them already d riot
ed at the New Mexican Prlntlne
Company.
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SENATE PASSES

BILL

Red Inner Tube:

Their superiority

HHwiy

I

fwummiiiwMB

nlied that Bernalillo county with a
much shorter frontage than Socorro
county was given $4,000. Trujillo said
Archaeological Expedition of Dr. Ed-the bill was drafted after consultation
gar L. Hewett Made Striking
with State Engineer C. D. Miller and,
SALARY
Discoveries this Spring.
Hilton declared that he wad;
others.
not among the "others" and that he,
San Diego, Calif., May 2:5. Dr. Edwould like to be "in" on the agree-- ,
at the
gar h. Hewett, head of the School ol
Measure That ment. Blanchard took a whack and
in-- j
Americ an Archaeology at Sam a Fe, Compromise
Ways and Means committee,
New Mexico, and director of exhibits
Fixes fi ather Low. Scale
ofi
uictuil thiit
tho vnresentatives
conat the San Diego Exposition, in Guatebeen
have
should
Socorro
county
of Wages
mala secured interesting Maya relics
sulted as the county is vitally interfor San Diego's exposition as well as
ested. Burg said that being the chairdata of high scientific value. A replica
much despised" Ways and
SUFFRAGE AMEND man of "the
pre- AN EQUAL
of the Maya Temple is being
Means committee which considered
pared for the San Diego Exposition.
and reported this bill, he would exAn official report of the results of
plain that this is not a "pork barrel"
the expedition will be made June t, Rio Grande Improvement Act bill such as it put through Congress,
following the presentation of a paMakes Trouble in the
but merely makes available $lfl,000 in
per by Dr. Hewett before the Internata fund accumulated for Rio Grande
House.
ional Congress of Americanists to be
improvement and this improvement
held in London and to which Dr. Hewis to be made now when a Hood is
afternoon
ett has been appointed by the State The Senate yesterday
the improvements to be
from the passed the County Salary Bill, Senate threatening,
as delegate
Department
made in accordance with a well forUnited States, and for which he and Substitute for Senate Bill No. lot!, re- mulated plan of the State Engineer,
.Mrs. Hewett have left.
viewed recently by the New Mexican. the best authority on the subject.
"The jungle lias It was only slightly amended except Catron said that it is a mistake to
Dr. Hewett said:
been conquered at last, and the humus that a fifth class was added, which at assume that the Rio Grande does not
and debris, which for fifteen or six- present includes only the county of touch Santa Fe county. He demanded
teen centuries have covered all traces Sandoval.
The debate over the bill that Santa Fe be given its just share
of the prehistoric Maya civilization, gave rise to the customary daily collo of the fund, in that the
bridge at
have been removed. The expedition tpiy between Holt and Barth to which puckman, which serves Santa Fe, San
at the Senate and spectators have be-- doval and Rio Arriba counties might
has been conducting excavations
Quirigua, which is located in the val- come accustomed. Holt, as the Rppiib-- j be saved. Toombs moved to recommit
ley of the Motagua river in the Izabal lican floorleader, made a compreben-the bill so that the fund might be
district of Guatemala. Two buildings sive and convincing review of the divided among the counties affected
are completely uncovered and stand bill, freely acknowledging that it is a!jn proportion to their river frontage.
out prominently above a rectangular compromise measure that, perhaps, Mullens moved that the recommitment
court which has been cleared of un- does not suit exactly any one member, he made to a committee consisting of
vegetation. and yet, is the best measure that the representatives of the counties
dergrowth and tropical
The ruins now being unearthed are could be devised at this time
and
A motion to table the motion
mute witnesses to the indomitable pa comes nearest meeting all objections to recomit was lost IS to 21. By a
tience and religious zeal of a prehis made in good faith. He told of corre- vote of 21 to 20 the House refused to
C. W. ALEXANDER, SANTA FE, N. M.
toric people."
officials, and recommit it to the Ways and Means
sponding with county
It is remarkable that prior to the drew a laugh when he related that one Committee and then recommitted it
present excavation nothing was done county clerk had written him thai to the Committee on State Affairs.
at Quirigua beyond photographing thejhe had never kept
any books and
Hol,se Joint Resolution No. 22,
monoliths and pyramids, whose sculp- therefore could not tell what the in- to
troduced by Vargas
are
tured
the
only come ot tne omce nail been in the
hieroglyphics
nins nf th "Lems- ,n nrn mn
GRADUATION EXERCISES
Boyhood," Miriam Wasson.
records which have come down the past. The most serious objection
OF EIGHTH GRADE.
ative r)jrect0rv of New Mexico" in
The two violin solos by Rosa Fran-kecenturies to siteak of a prehistoric seems to be that the bill provides fn- and Ruth Safford were encored race.
Spanish, brought out some interesting
adequate salaries for county school points. Blanchard favored this little
Fifteen Candidates for High School uy an appreciative audience. A piano
The choicest relics will eventually superintendents and McCoy,
Mabry memorial of their services
for the
Were Given Diplomas Last
solo by Evelyn McBride was accorded
be placed permanently in the New and Barth, especially, dwelt oh this
but as to
members,
Evening.
applause that was well merited. The Mexico Museum.
Earl Morris of point. Party lines were not drawn on the
observance of the House rules,
The graduation exercises for the vocal solo by Alta Sanford was well
Farmington. X. M., is a member of the final passage, three Democrats and they might as well he printed
in
and
received
which
the
greetapplause
eiehth erade were held last evenine in
the expedition, and his friends are two Republicans voting against the Hebrew.
opposed the measure
her appearance was well deserved.
Burg
,'ed
a
detailed
auditorium
now
of
the
report measure, which
the
anxiously awaiting
hign
goes to the House because the Constitution
school;,,,.
,B.
"he eighth grade Glee Club proved to of
the discoveries already made.
where it is likely to be amended and that all members are able to read Engbuilding and were witnessed by a large be an
of
trained
voices
organization
.
.
.
,
,
then sent to conference.
and appreciative audience. The pro-,.t .(tau, ouv
would not be
lish and the manual
ill) uugu
i;iiou.u ill u
Henry Ferris, Hadar, Nebr., is the
gram was arranged and executed by iuui,
On the final passage of the Senate ready before the close of the session.
efforts.
its
father of ten children and for the
the pupils themselves in a manner to
The diplomas were presented to the past 30 years has used Foley's Honey Bill, Aheyta made his maiden speech, Catron declared that while he knows
prove their right to classification with
speaking in English and emphasizing that every member of the House can
next year's Freshman class of the graduates by Jose D. Sena, president ond Tar Compound with the best of that the bill is a compromise measure read English, yet, he is certain that
a
the
of
board
who
of
education,
spoke
results. He tells us: "I think Foley's
bigh school. Those who received di- few words of advice to
might have been better and might the printing of the rules in Spanish
them and point Koney and ar Compound is the best that
plomas last evening were: Ruth Safalso
have been worse.
would facilitate a better understanding
ed out the advantages of a thorough rnnp-- mPfliniTu in the world for T
ford, Delia Lucero, Miriam Wasson,
Senate
Bill of the rules. Llewellyn predicted that
. .. fnr tho
Adella Muller, Margaret de Baca, The- high school education in the race fork
,n vonra nnl1 No. 49, Substitutefor forthe Senate
election of!'he' would be so few changes in the
providing
lesa Douthitt, Delphine Souders, Rosa ule wulIus P'es.
can recommend it t0 anyone needing city boards of education,
the
20 to January legislative session, that
passed
Miss Ora Wade, who has been the a COUgj medicine." For Bale by all
Frankey, Evelyn Sanford, Anna Kaune,
even
manual would be of service
1, Romero voting no.
Italph Ultz, Carlos Lopez and Dorothy teacner in me eignm graue rnis year, drUggiBt8.
then. Vargas, as the author of the
Woman's Suffrage.
was mguiy complimented on uie sue- Goebel.
its course
resolution,
explained
unanimous
Romero
Upon
consent,
cess
of
and
work
the
the
evident
year's
Five essays chosen from eighteen
EL PASO MAN COMMITS
through the Committee on Ways and
No.
Joint
Resolution
Senate
presented
of
scholastic
her
accomplishments
submitted were chosen some time ago
MURDER AND SUICIDE. 21,
Means and declared that although he
providing for the submission of an understood
and were delivered as a part of Iasi'. pupils.
Spanish better than Engamendment
to
the
constitution
Because she refused to marry him,
evening's program. Their titles and
to women. It lish, yet he had the advice of Attorney
equal
granting
suffrage
Aurelio Montes, a
composers were: "Progress of Ourj Mrs. M. Bishop, Columbus,
man, was sent to the Committee on Con- General Clancy and Attorney Renehan
Ruth Safford; "The Span- - sas, suffered from a weak back a aged 35 years, at EL Paso, shot Roma-n- stitutional Amendments.
the Constitution, did not disqualify
h.h Language in the Schools," Delia good many years, as a result of
him. "I am not ashamed of the lanMorales, aged 20 years, through the
Holt
a
caucus
announced
Republican
of Cervantes!" he shouted
I began taking Foley left breast and then turned the gun in the
in
"Influence," Delphine Soud- - ney trouble.
evening. Several such caucuses guage
The resolution passed 34
ers; "Elements of Success," Evelyn Kidney Pills and soon after the pain on himself putting a bullet through his have been
conclusion.
held lately, mainly to disto 8.
McBride; "Some Things That Have left my back and today I am fully forehead. Montes was instantly kill- cuss the
legislative program and the
Happened Since Our Grandfather's cured."
for sale by all druggists. ed. The girl will die.
general appropriation bill.
BOYS WITH
On motion of Clark, the Senate ad- FORTY-FOUHOES AND RAKES.
journed to two o'clock, Thursday
afternoon.
After all the committee reports had They Will Show Santa Fe How to
Raise Vegetables on Vacant
been read, the Senate took up Senate
City Lots.
substitute for Senate Bill No. 1 Ofi.
the County Salaries bill. Holt, on behalf of the Finance Committee, offered
Saturday afternoon, forty-fou- r
boys
an amendment providing for a fifth armed with hoes and rakes will de
class of county salaries, applying for scend on the school garden lots on
the present to Sandoval county,
as West Palace Avenue, just west o the
follows: County commissioners, $2"i0; New Mexican building to inaugurate
treasurer and collector, $800; assess- a new era of civic pride in Santa Fe.
or, $S00; sheriff, $800; county clerk, Dr. J. H. Sloan, a past master in the
art of gardening, has kindly con$1,500; probate judge, $250; superin
or
tendent
scnools, $1,000: surveyor, sented to take charge of the hoys,
$10 a day when under orders.
Holt de- help them to lay out their plots, to
clared that the representative from irrigate and to garden. He has taken
Sandoval county favors the. amend a real live interest in the proposition
and has overcome many of the initial
ment.
Barth charged that Taos county Is difficulties. The ground has been
prepared tor the attack and is
weaker
than Sandoval nicety
financially
known to be very fertile. It is up to
county. He charged that this is merely
an attempt to chastise the office hold the boys now to produce results, and
cash purers of Sandoval county. Holt replied as an incentive, desirable
that it Is sufficient to state that Rep- ses have been hung up. These will go
resentative M. C. de Baca of Sandoval as rewards to the most successful
ones, while every boy will get the'
county, had fixed the sums.
The
amendment carried, McCoy explaining vegetables he raises, either to sell or!
his vote by declaring that $1,000 a to use in his own home. The
on school gardens had a meet-- j
year is not sufficient for the count v
ing and made the final arrangements!
school superintendent.
Holt moved to amend so as to give and the boys who desire to enter thoj
clerks in counties of the third class competition, should notify their teach-- i
ers immediately, so that Dr. Sloan will;
$400 extra instead of $300,; and clerks
know for how many boys to prepare.
Mn counties of the fifth class $250
The amendment carried. Several The boys are to report on Saturda)
amendments offered by Barth and - morning to Dr. Sloan and are to come,
and rakes. The!
feld were tabled and the bill passed armed with hoes
17 to 5, Alldredge, Evans, Ilfeld, Mabry ladies' committee will furnish free tho
and McCoy voting no, and Barth vegetable seeds.
being paired with Miera. Most of the
members explained their vote, several
J. E. McKecn, 1301 Cleveland St
pleading for better salaries for county Wichita, Kansas, reports: "I suffered
superintendents and Holt making n from kidney trouble, had severe pains
detailed defense of the measure.
across my back, and was all played
out. I began taking Foley Kidney
House.
The House yesterday afternoon ac Pills and soon there was a decided
complished quite a good day's work, improvement.
Finally the pain left
and got half way down the calendar, entirely and I am tully cured of all
For sale by ail
adjourning suddenly, but only after my kidney trouble.
ifour previous efforts to adjourn had druggists.
failed. The next measure
on the
'calendar was a resolution to pay the EXPECTED MERGER OF
Capitol employes for their extra work
CEMENT PLANTS TODAY.
during the legislative session.
The New Mexican went to press as
fRv Special Loused Wire to New Mexican)
the House took up House Bill No. 203,
Kansas City, Mo., May 23. Definite
jby Llewellyn and Moreno, providing action toward the
merger of more
that applications for franchises should
be advertised thrpe times, etc. Catron than a score of cement mills in the
and others pointed out constitutional Southwest was expected to be taken
and other defects in the bill and it was at a conference of twenty
tatives of as many cement plant.-- ill
recommitted.
and
Oklahoma
Missouri, Kansas,
Rio Grande Improvement.
Amended House Bill No. Mfi. bv Texas, which met here today. Plans
Trujillo, providing for the expenditure for a combination to run the mills
of $19,000 for improvements on the Rio more economically
have.bee.i ,'nder
Grande, which Chairman
Burg de- way more than six moi.tha.
clared later had given the Ways anl
Means Committee more trouble than
any other bill, brought quite a parlia
LIPOID
ISIENZEL
mentary clash, in which Catron and
Elanehard succeeded In overriding the
!
A clear white liquid for cleansing
recommendation
of the Ways
and
Means Committee and having the bill purifying and healing skin and scalp
recommitted to the House Committee aiseases.
on State Affairs.
Stops Itching or burning Instantly;
Hilton moved to amend to make the cures eczema permanent.
A few days after using the Liquid
amount for Socorro county $4,000 Instead of $2,000. Trujillo Informed the the disease begins, to disappear.
Price $1. Sold In Santa Fe by Flscfc.
House that there are only $19,000 in
the Improvement fund. Hilton re- - er Drug Co. and Zook's Pharmacy.
WONDERFUL MAYAN CITY
OF QUIRIGUA, GUATEMALA.
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RESOLUTION

No.

4-11--

44

THIS IS AN ACT making
it a misdemeanor to wear
a suit of clothes that has
not been made at the
Capital Tailors.

l

1

over the World

The strongest argu
ment in favor was
that they know how
to make a suit of
clothes, and make,
every inch of it right
in the city, leave
their money here,
and therefore should
be patronized.

IN STOCK BY
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Spanish-speakin-
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'
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uAPI

Passes Unanimously

1

is recognized all

2B0

j

a

THE CAPITAL

i

f

1115

nnBBm

Horse Races,
Menagerie,
Etc., Etc.

Booths,

Paddle Wheels,
Keno Games.

TheSEASDH'S NEW OXFORDS I
BEST

THE

ARE

SHOES

WAYS FOUND

iUR Women's Ox

HERE.

fords

our store.

Elk' Carnival

e

o

ma rair

Armory, May 29, 30,

June

Admission

Free

.

1,

i

and

1912.

Dancing

Every, Evening

4

Oxfords in Button Style or Lace
Bright Black and dull finish leathers.

11-

31

En

Such a

showing of LOW CUT
FOOTWEAR is not
often met with. The
beauty of outline, the
graceful STYLES, the
fine leathers and the
expert workmanship
are apparent in every
model shown.

j

I

display

is the pride of

Then

Beautiful New Tans.

there are

Suedes,

and

Velvets

Satins in Black and White, and in
T IS CLASSY

FOOTWEARTHA

AND DIFFERENT.

many handsome colorings.
in dainty, new models.

Pumps

.

OXFORDS AT

$2T
No

$2.50

V

$3.50

$f

Slipping
or

About
Our
OXFORDS.

Every Shoe is a Gem, and Our Expert Fitting
Service is at Your Command.
Where
Quality
Meets
Price

fohn 9fluegerl

ur

i'indo
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The Switzerland of America.

THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS,
SANTA FE NEW
Oldest Daily in the Southwest and Only
NEW MEXICAN
axes Specialty of Mining, Political and

MEXICAN.
Daily at State Capital.
REVIEW,
Industrial News. Goes to Every
Post Office of State. $2.00 a Year.
EL NUEVO MEXICANO.
Larger Circulation Than Any Other Spanish Paper in United States. $2.50
a Year.
PAUL A. F. WALTER
Editor and President.
CHAS. M. STAUFFER
Vice President and General Manager.
JOHN K. STAUFFER
Secretary-Treasure-

FIRST

.

OF SANTA FE
THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.

r.

Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys, and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms. as; :are given by any
agency, public or private..: Liberal advances made on
4f livestock and products.. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.
OFFICERS.

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
$3.50
Daily, six months, by mail
week by carrier.;... .25 WeekiT glx
1.00
month, by carrier..... .75
1
65
mail
month, by
7,oq Weekly, per quarter........... ... .50
year, by mail...
the operation of each. This is the House on motion of Llewellyn.
'
OF FIC I AL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
is hereby authorized and empowered
very essence of Judicial duty.
to sit during all recess of the House
Committee Reports.
The new Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent to
"If, then, the courts are to regard-th- e
Chairman
of
the
and
ways
until the opening of the second sesBurg
a
and
and
has
in
the State,
large
growing circulation
every postofflce
constitution, and the constitution means committee reported adversely sion of this legislature in January,
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest
i3 superior to any ordinary act of the House Bill No. 148,
by Moreno, by re- 1913; to appoint such
legislature, the constitution and not quest, the Pure Food Act.
as it shall deem expedient and define
such ordinary act muist govern the
Chairman Llewellyn of the commit- their powers and duties to call
(UNIONrjfe)LABCl.'
upon
case to which they both apply."
tee on judiciary made a report favor- the
traveling auditor and other state
Small politicians and smaller jour- ing the passage of amended House officers for such assistance and inforin easy walking distance from almost nalistic scribes have attempted and Bill No. 203 to regulate the advertis- mation as it considers necessary for
LOOKING AHEAD.
of municipal ordinances and appli- the
City planning and bond issues are; every home. All this is financed in a failed to answer this unanswerable ing
prosecution of Hs work to employ
cation of franchises. The bill is by
synonymous in the minds of many tax sensible way. No individual could pay argument of John Marshall. Blather- a
and prescribe his dustenographer
Moreno and Lleweliyn.
payers. Yet, the adoption of a com-- j for the development of such a large ing egotistical lawyers have
ties to send for persons, records and
New
Bills.
in- - area.
mean
So
not
the
does
advances
the costjed the great jurist and demagogues
city
city plan
The following bills were introduced: papers, and compel the attendance of
creasing tile tax burden. It is simply for the entire development and car-- have asserted that naturalized
House
Bill No. 237, by Montoya, an witnesses to investigate thoroughly
ahead and planning the city,1 lies the cost as a lien until the land sians and Poles and Italians were bet-s- o
to
act
boards of county com the official conduct of any state or
authorize
that when it does expand it will has been built upon or is upon the iter able to expound constitutional
r
missioners to transfer from the court LU luly omcer slate DOaras
and
of
health
market.
lines
grow along
beauty,
Iaw than any supreme court , Amer.
and the accounts of all of- misslons.
and
funds,
any
jail
repair
on
me
cnarac
iuuire
economy, rainer man in a iiapuazaru,
iyis ouuook
jca
guj.
ncers
nag noj.
ana in tne ena, extravagant aim cusi-- , ici izes oiner mailers as wen. me that this latest fad of yet happened amount to the good roads fund. To ana toentrusted witn public funds;
has
populism
report the result of such in
committee.
steering
ly way. As new houses and business city buys lands for school houses,
oavimiet .in, r. : .4 ...... .!
fOaTlA
.w.-vovmvuo
ivjusiueiauuii 111 uy
House Bill No. 238, by Goodell, an vestigation with the testimony taken
are erected in the regular, lice and fire stations, and playgrounds state in the Union.
act providing for the payment of un-- ! thereon. to tfle Governor and the
course of business, as new streets and far in advance of its needs. The city
ot the House, at the opening
,
paid accounts approved against the s"eaker
parks are laid out, as old streets are, buildings are so located as to
01 the second session thereof in Jan
Mexico
counties
of
in.
several
New
The bill for the nrntpctinn of
straightened and extended, ize with the surroundings and where
the work might as well be done in ac-- i possible, developed into a city center, papdSng in the House is a good one.curred on acCount of current expenses U!!ry 1913
HE-th- e
AND
BE IT
nd should become law. It contains, and which were not assumed by the
FURTHER
cordance with a scientific plan that, en- - There is nothing temporary and
one innovation that in itself is worthy, state of New Mexico. An annual levy: SOLVED, That the Speaker of
harmony and beauty, as in the leal."
old way that meant crooked streets,
of his
Santa Fe is fortunate for it owns cf special attention. This provides for of half a mill is provided. To steering House continue possession
present offices, and that he be empowunsanitary slums, discomfort and ugli-- j nearly all the undeveloped land in its; tne 'aising of game for market. There committee.
House Bill No. 239, by Burg, an act ered to employ a stenographer from
ness.
suburbs, and that is one strong reason j is no reason whatever why game
to establish drainage ditches. To com- time to time as is necessary.
Germany has demonstrated to the' why the suburbs should be in the city. should not be propagated within
Blanchard opposed the resolution.
States how to plan and build: It need not buy tracts in its outlying j v"te enclosures so that even those who mittee on judiciary.
House Bill No. 240, by Baca, by re- He said that there will be no second
a
cities and the science applies to old districts but only needs to set them!130 not go hunting, may have the
Fe as much as it does to the aside for future parks, playgrounds lese of eating venison, wild turkey, quest, to set forth the duties and quali- session of this legislature; that the
newest town laid out. Frederick C. and boulevards. Within the city lim-- j Piouse or other game. In a number of fications of county school superintend- assembly next January will be the
Howe in Scribner's, points out that the its, it can still secure land at ridicu-- states, raising game for market has ents. The salaries are prescribed for second legislature of New Mexico.
first requisite in city planning is to'lously low prices for the same pur- - become quite a profitable industry and the five classes of counties created The present legislature cannot bind
take in the suburban areas, something poses and it can widen and straighten thee is no state quite so advantage-tha- t ranging from $1,000 to $2,400 a year. the coming legislature. He protested
Santa Fe has neglected to do des-- ; streets without assuming an enormous ously situated for adopting the plan Counties of the first class are those against a junketing trip such as the
having 35 or more school rooms, sec- resolution
pite two opportunities within recent bonded indebtedness as other cities hich has been energetically
provides.
y Game Warden Thomas
P. ond class 30 to 35 rooms, third class
Unless the suburbs can be have done for the same purpose. When cateQ"
Llewellyn
25
to
23
replied that the peo- 30
as
20
is
to
New
class
rooms, fourth
Mexico,
planned at the same time, city plan-- ! we consider the relative poverty of Gable,
rooms, and fifth class less than 20 P'e demand that the state be started
ning will be done under a dfsadvan- - the German people and their burden
lout right; that the legislature has the
tage. Says the author among other; of taxation for war and armaments,
Roswell seems to be greatly more rooms. To steering committee.
constitutional right to adopt and en-tNo.
House
Bill
241,
by
our
Speaker
Baca,
of
attitude
civic
cities
toward
(the
things:
interested in an automobile road to
authorize county officials to secure force this resolution. He said: "We
"The German cities are thinking of improvement seems a disgrace.
Santa Fe than the capital is and yet
tomorrow as well as of today, of thej "Beauty is promoted in small things this city would be by far the greater the necessary books, stationery, etc. have had traveling auditors and they
have traveled and traveled and have
generations to follow as w:ell as the as well as in great. Private interests beneficiary. It hardly needs any ar- - To steering committee.
House Bill No. 242, by Speaker Baca, not discovered anything because they
generaiion mat is now upon iue me nut iieimnieu 10 uisuguie m!eument to Drove that a straieht and to
of New did not want to discover anything. In
provide for tne
stage. Germany alone sees the city city or inconvenience the public. Bill passable road from here to the metrop- as me center oi civilization oi ine.uuaius are yromuueu. mere are no olis of thp lnwpr Pepna vnlW that Mexico with the U. S. Geological Stir- my own county snonages saia to
amount to $70,000 have been discover- future, and Germany alone is building telegraph or telephone wires over-- ! would ennhlo npm.ip tn mubQ tv,Q ,.; ve?- T3 steering committee.
Bills n Final Passage,
ed by Governor McDona'd.
I do not
her cities so as to make them con- - head." Every bit of water is jealously
mnriu
cl,r,c
Amended House Bill No. 203, by Mo-- care whether it strikes Democrats or
tribute to the happiness, health and preserved and developed and such riv-:- a
grPat asSet for this section and
Q IjIewellyn- - Providing tor tne
0
er frontage as Santa Fe has through would result in an
of the people.''
The people
Republican treasurers.
interchange of visit- Santa Fe has neglected this, and the center of the entire municipality, j 0rs that would mean business, and PUDlicatin of ordinances and applica-;hav- e
a right to know and they shall
franchises0.
tl0n
for
- was Passe(1 45 to
Santa Fe need not wonder that it bai vould be deemed priceless from the good business, for each town. Santa
know evn though the expenses of
fallen behind in its relative standing point of beauty, instead of a disfigure- - fe should shake off that languid feel- - Hous Joint Resolution No- - 25
committee must be met by
the cities of the Southwest, ment as it still is in Santa Fe.
ar subscription."
ing and at least show some interest in chaves, Providing extra compensation
ap- (Prolonged
a dollar a day for capitol employes ni.,nca
Cities must dfpend upon their citizen-- ; As Mr. Towne says:
nf itc hiioi.
nrrnrsitinns fnr thp
the
was
during
"A finished city attracts neonle. It itssmcn anrt
for advancement and Santa Fe
legislative session,
Burg asked what does it mattei' if
passed
has permitted generation after gen-- , ' brings manufactures and business.
House Substitute for House Bill No. this costs $20,000. It will save the
eration to grow up with low civic People choose a beautiful city as a
"The federal
constitution article 75, by Cordova, the $200 exemption tax people $500,000. The diabolical pracideals, stunted in physical and mental place of residence. Visitors make
Axel
Dr.
IV,"
says
Gustafson,
pro-- law, exempting heads of families was tices that have prevailed in some
not
growth, generations that could
grimages to it. Well educated child- vides
I am
that 'The citizens of each state taken up. Rogers moved that the bill counties must be uncovered.
cope with the aggressive, well educat-- ' ren make better citizens, better artis- - shall be
entitled to all of the privi- - be amended so as to apply only to res-- bere to represent my constituentsed, healthy, cultured citizenship that'ans. The people take on the color of
has grown up among beautiful sur-- ! their city. People are in a large leges and immunities of citizens in idents of the state. The amendment not to work for gangsters, bosses and
was adopted.
Toombs and Catron thieves." (Applause.)
roundings and with high ideals in measure what the city makes them. the several states.' Nowhere in the
Toombs declared the people of New
other cities. Mr. Howe brings out this This is obvious to the stranger. It constitution is the word man or male called attention to the fact that the
an existing
merely
Mexico did not send their representapays not only in the current coin of used in contradistinction to the word
point when he says:
uteBlanchard moved to table the tives to the Capitol to
or female; the framers of that
"The report of his ministers to the commerce, but in the refinement, the
dump a combil1The motion failed. The bill pass-use- mittee of thirty into every
Kaiser disclosed to him that poverty cheerfulness, the happiness, and the instrument avoided both terms and
part of the
the word person. Article XIV, ed 22 to 19state. There should be an audit, but
has come in with the city; that, some- outlook on life of the poorest citizen."
House
No.
Bill
121,
section 1, provides that 'all persons
by Speaker Baca, it should be by experts and not by
thing like eighty per cent of the popuborn or naturalized in thp United appropriating $5,000 tor the completion thirty inexperts.
lation of the larger towns are living
RECALLING A JUST MAN.
He moved that the
....... Vt
x
. .
Cntmln
aoama
Iho
rt
Tj:
in cellars, slums and under unsanitary
.iii5
resolution be printed and that it take
Like the Athenians of old when states and subject to the jurisdiction "'
B ulKin
5
L,lew-8
statesits regular order.
surroundings. And,
exiled Aristides because he was thereof, are citizens of the United ellyn was called to the chair.up'
man that he is, the Kaiser sees that they
of
States
their
state.'
A scene of indescribable confusion
"too just," Republican
voters
are
Catron
offered
an
to
amendment
his regiments and his battleships, no
ensued.
There were cries for the
in
President
Taft
1
turning
make
against
section
more
specific and
less than the mills and the factories
well
as
as
the
. roll call. The Speaker threatened the
United
Canada,
.,
because
ihB
lacks
the
numbers
Btrlk.
he
npoomM
large
must be mapped by strong and
Like States, Germany, France and other that the preanlBle be retaineai gaying recalcitrant members with the
men. And the Kaiser and positive ways of a Roosevelt.
but these persisted in
the
of
Athenians
old,
may nations, complains ot the high cost that the first law ever passed in the
too,
they
his ministers are studying the city as
in their seats and defying
of living. U. S. Consul Harry A. Co-- United States to
standing
realize
in
their
mistake
President
convict
labor
employ
they do their engines of warfare; they
nant quotes the following market on state road work was introduced
the ruling of the Speaker.
There
by
are thinking of human beings as well Taft's life time. Did' not a publicist
were motions to adjourn and Vargas
as
the
of
cost
prices
himself
showing
in
high
1903; that he had been
as of rifles, of producing men as well in Washington's day accuse the Fathat Windsor, Ontario: Potatoes, gratulated upon this by eminent
amidst the hubbub made a - fiery
as of destroying them; of high ideals er of His Country of having used pubbushel
a
per
thorities
speech in Spanish that no one could
$60
all
year
over
(against
the
United
lic
own
for
his
States
ase,
money
as well as of dollars.
private
ago); butter 35 cents; eggs 23 cents;! and that it has been adopted with understand because of the . noise.
and
did
not
another
publicly
a
"Town
become
has
planning
lard, 16 cents; bacon, 20 cents to 23 great success in other states. The Speaker Baca persisted in calling the
science, just as much a science as assert thaa George Washington was
was tabled 36 to C. The members to order and there were
the building of engines. And it is a coward, that "he has declared war cents; 20round steak, 16 cents; sirloin amendment
25 cents; urn passed unanimouslv 43 votine
steak
house
cries for a "square deal." A motion
cents;
porter
the.
nennle
hv
aeainst
treating thpir
treated as such.
House Joint Memorial No. 3 by o' Vargas for a roll call was finally
"The paramountcy of private prop- opinions with contempt,'' that "he has! pork' Io!n chops 20 cents; ham, 15
20 cents.
Speaker Baca, praying tbe construc- put and voted down.
erty does not exist in Germany. Hu forfeited his claim to their confidence cents; cheese,
tion of a government road across the
Casados and Martinez Seated.
will."
"Our
is
can
their
first.
The
by
promote
acting against
manity
city
Pecos forest, was passed on motion of
The committee on Ways and Means
the beautiful. It can destroy the ugly lberties are in Jeopardy,", shrieked INDESCRIBABLE SCENE OF
CONFUSION IN THE HOUSE. Catron who explained the measure. also reported the following resolution:
and the vicious. It can protect its another prototype of the modern proThe vote was unanimous.
Be it resolved by the House of Reppoor. It can educate as it wills. It gressive.
"We must either rescue
The House adjourned to three resentatives of the first State legisla(Continued from page one.)
can plan for the future. It can have them from the precipice or they will
o'clock.
ture of the State of New Mexico, that,
city dreams. German architects saw be lost forever. ' There was a strong
House Afternoon Session.
' the obvious.
Whereas, There was heretofore a
saw
that the city movement to impeach George Wash- along public highways.
They
It was 3:15 p. m., when the House contest filed against Juan D. Casados,
The committee on judiciary, reportwould grow as it had in the past So ington and some of the
was
he
things
ed favorably Senate Bill No. 40, to pro- - was called to order by Speaker Representative from the eleventh disthey enlarged the boundaries.
accused of unlustlv are so hitter
Baca.
trict, of the State of New Mexico, and
its
the
area,
"Having enlarged
city to be almost beyond belief. Even Vlde for the election of sheriff s. It rec
also a like contest against Manuel C.
inMontoya
unanimous
by
consent
a
for
was in position to control its develop- John
Bill
Senate
Btute
mm1e"ded
Randolph wrote later: "It would
House Bill No. 243, an act Martinez, Representative from the
ment, to plan for its building. It call- be my pride to confess my contrition.
compnsa- - troduced
H1'
to amend Section 4, Chapter 47, Laws eighth district of the Stats of New
tion of
ed in its architects and its engineers
stenographers.
that I suffered
of 1907. This is another
or it sent to a neighboring universi- some of those my irritation to use
logging bill. Mexico, both of which said contests
Bills on Third Reading.
expressions respecting
a resolu- are at this time pending, contesting
Senate Bill No. 154 by Holt, relat- Speaker Baca introduced
ty for an expert. A plan is made of George
the surrounding territory, of the topo moment Washington, which, at this ing to the recording of seals and vali- tion for the submission of a wom- the rights of the two above named
of my indifference to the
an's suffrage amendment to the con- Representatives to seats in this body,
graphy of the land, the natural adacknowledgments,
I wish to recall, as being in- dating defective
world,
stitution. Referred to the Committee and,
was passed 20 to 1.
vantages, the prevailing winds are
Whereas, Said contests have no
studied, and factories are permitted to consistent with my subsequent conSenate Substitute for Senate Bills 67 on Judiciary.
in
House Bill No. 244, by Chrisman, merit whatsoever, or foundation
locate only in certain prescribed areas. viction."
and 11, relative to publications, was
an act for the regulation of the liquor fact, as has been shown by thorough
Streets, boulevards, parks, open spacpassed 19 to 3.
MARSHALL ON THE CONSTI- es and sites or public buildings and
The Holt Boundary Bill was passed traffic and local option. Committee on investigation in said contests;
Therefore, be it resolved, That said
school houses are laid out far in adTUTION.
after Holt explained that it affected on- Investigations.
vance of the city's growth. Maps of
House Resolution No. 19, was in- contests be and they are hereby dis"For what purpose," said John Mar- ly fourteen miles of boundary between
wide stretches of open country, still shall, America's great jurist, "are New Mexico and Texas on the Rio troduced by the Committee on Inves- missed.
And be it further resolved, That the
used as pasture land, may be seen in powers limited, and to what purpose Grande in Dona Ana county. The riv- tigation as follows:
the city hall, upon which are indicated is that limitation committed to writ- er has shifted repeatedly and fertile WHEREAS, the people of the State said Juan D. Casados and the said
the streets, parks and building sites. ing, if those limits may at any tme lans of the Santa Teresa grant in of New Mexico have recently been Manuel C. Martinez are hereby declarTo this plan every land owner must be passed by those intended to be re Dona Ana county have been thrown startled by the heavy defalcations of ed to be lawfully entitled to their seats
conform.
There can be no wild cat strained? The constitution is either into the Canutillo grant, Texas. The a number of the county treasurers in this body, and that it is the sense
of the House of Representatives thai
speculation, no cheap and narrow a superior paramount law, unchangea-Ever- oniy iorum in wnicn tms dispute caniand
tax collectors and
the said Juan D. Casados and said
streets, no jerry building,
b
by ordinary means, or it is on a be adjusted ls in the U. S. 8upreme
Speaker'
of this
WHEREAS, the
thing must be done as the city wills. levei wth ordinary legislative acts, court and evidence for such a purpose House and many members thereof, Manuel C. Martinez were legally elected and their titles as members of this
But the city does not injure the landjand like other acUi ig alterable wnen should be gathered now . as some four, have received
numeroug coramunlca. body are undisputed and beyond quesowner. It really protects him
or five old men are still living wholtion8 from
tfleir con8tituent8
and tion.
aside from the value which the! it. If the former
of the altera- - van uroLHJ' aa lu me luuauoil Ol Ule OlQ taxpayers, urging and demanding that
part
Toombs recalled that at a caucus
growth and development of the city tive act contrary to the constitution channels of the Rio Grande.
the financial condition of the various o? the Republicans of the House, it
create. It saves a neighborhood from Is not
House.
law; if the latter part be true,
counties of this state, as well as th was decided not to pass on these contawdry building. It protects all ownSpeaker Baca presided.
constitutions are absurd
ers from mean streets, from bad pave- then written
House Joint Memorial No. 9, by various boards and commissions, be tests until their Justice or injustice
on the part of the people to
was introduced and re-- thoroughly examined into, to the end had been determined. A heated disments, and inadequate sewers. It in- attempts
in Its nature illimitable. Speaker Baca,
limit
a
power
men
sures
ferred to the "Steering" committee. It that the interests of the taxpayers pute between Toombs and Casados
against the greed, ignor
"It is emphatically tne province and asks
be protected and the people be In- followed In wHch Toombs In a splen- ance or indifference of the speculator
Congress to return the
e
duty of the judicial department to
An a matter of Dractice
forth why he joined
from the Congres- formed of the truth concerning the re- did oratl
archives
with the city. They say what the law ls- nose who v sional library to Santa Fe.
ports as to the actual financial con- the Rept'
and esked Cas-- e
ownersi
party
found It to their private Interest! Ply.the rule to particular cases must
An Invitation of the school for the dition of affairs in this state.
was not a candidate
ados wh
of necessity expound and Interpret the deaf and the dumb at
to do bo.
can ticket four yeara
Santa Fe' THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, on the I
V "Open spaces for parkg and play- - the rule. If two laws conflict with to attend the eloeine eierMnoa
' sked In reply!1
on Investigation ften. Hftt,
noTt That the Commlrr
wrat when the Demo- grounds are reserved at Intervals with- - each other the courts must decide on Monday evening, was accepted ly the heretofore appointed by the Speaker, you noti,
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Prop.

cratic party was in power in Union j pointed by the House of Representa
Toombs explained that Tie tives, be paid the regular sum of five
county?"
joined the Republican
party when dollars per day, as salary, whenever
the Democrats were still in power in engaged in the work of the committee,
when the legislature is not in session:
Union county.
. Catron
charged that the Republi-- J that the expenses of the committee
cans of the Ways and Means commit-- ; for stenographic and clerical assisttee had not signed the resolution ; ance," for the necessary expenses of
while engaged in official investhat they cou:d not do so without travel
tigation, and for incidental expenses
breaking .their word and faith. S
necessary to the performance of their
Vargas scored the House organiza- official duties, be certified
the
tion for its procedure in the contest chairman of said committee by
to the
he
him
whether
asked
Clancy
easesj
Speaker of the House of Representadid not carry the contest papers in tives, and on the
approval by the
his pockets for three weeks.
Burg Speaker, be paid as
regular legislative
asked Vargas: "Have Vou complied expense.
with the order of the House ordering
you to turn over the contest papers?'-- ' PRESBYTERIANS TURN
Vargas refused to cease his torrent of
WOMEN PREACHERS DOWN.:
eloquent invective when called to orLouisville,
Ky., May 23. The generder and his witty retorts were loudly al
assembly of the Northern Presbytecheered. He was permitted to pro- rian
church today refused to open the
ceed. He said he had no prejudices
way to pulpits for women candidates
h
but
Casados
or
against Martinez
for the
The proposal was
was prepared to do his duty in a. made in ministry.
an overture reported by the
just and lawful manner as chairman committee on church policy with recand ommendation that the
of the committee on privileges
assembly hold
elections. He declared the Republithe
admission
"inexpedient''
proposed
can party proceeded in an orderly and
by Presbyterians of women candilawful manner.
dates. Two symbols were created by
"What about the Senate?", shouted the
Presbytery, that of Arizona, forone member.
merly Included in the synod of New
the
Senate!"
"Hurrah for
replied Mexico, and that of New England, InBlanchard'.
cluding Massachusetts, Rhode Island,
The report was adopted by 39 to 13, Vermont, New
Hampshire and Connecand then the resolution was put on its ticut.
passage.
, Investigation of Officials.
SHOCKS RECORDED BY
The 'following resolution was then
WASHINGTON SEISMOGRAPH.
referred to the Investigating Comit-tee- :
Washington, D. C, May 23. Exacute earth shocks centering
tremely
- Whereas, It
sense
be
the
appears to
more than 4,000 miles from
probably
of the legislature of the State of New
were recorded by seismoWashington,
Mexico that
Investigation
at Georgetown
last
of the official conduct of all state and graph The vibrations University
at 9:50
began
night.
and
state
and
county and continued until 11:22
county officers,
m.,' being
boards and commissions
entrusted most pronounced at 10: 36. p.The record
with tin finances of the state and was marked
by almost unprecedented
counties should be made, and
i Whrreas, It appears that such inves- - Irregularity.
tW tt.
ran hoat ha mflHa hv onrnmlt- tees of the legislative assembly, with
itbe assistance of the state officials,
u interested and mould know
and,
about the wonderful
RVEL Whirling Sprty
Whereas, A committee has been ap
new Vaginal Syrinaa.
pointed' by the Speaker of the House
Best most convenient. It
,of Representatives to carry on . and
a instantly. ,
make such investigation,
Ask toot druist for
cannot
be
th
If
supply
i . Therefore,
be It resolved by! the
no
nwiivkL, accept
.House of Representatives, the Senate ;otHBiiamp
tor niuitntk
book
Maled. It fiivei full M
innm,nlti That tlui m.mhora nf ih
:

Every Woman

investigation committee
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Great Bargains
IN-

PLANS FOR UNION OF
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCHES.

POSWELL BROUGHT MOST
WOMEN TO AD. CONVENTION.

Will Meet in
and Federation Is
Expected.

The Associated Advertising Clubc of
America Elected Officers
Today.

Atlanta

All Diversions

-

MILLINERY

(By Ppfclal

iT

Wire to N"w Mexican)
May 23. The Vnit-e- d

(By Pprcl.il I.rasi vrn-- ,o New Mexican)
Dallas, Texas, May 23. The AssoGeneral Assembly
ciated Advertising Clubs of America,
hair;
voted unanimously today to hold the
You will know her by the sunshine
will elect officers, and name
next meeting in Atlanta, Georgia. It today
the next convention city. Sa,n,. Franshe's
about, ' '
L1NDHARDT, was explained to the delegates that cisco, Baltimore and Toronto are the
An' her whistle in the birches over
the general assemblies of the Presby- contestants.
The Printers Ink Cup
..there.
..
125 Palace Ave.
terian church in the Inited Stales for the club doing the most construcand the Southern Presbyterian church tive work
You will know her by her slippers, an'
during the year was awardpossibility of chaos in the approaching would mwt in Atlanta, and that with ed today to the New York Advertising
the color of her eyes,
the three assemblies in session in the Men's League. Roswell, New Mexielection.
An' the kisses on her pretty, poutin'
same city, the plans for union might co, carried off the bronze trophy for
Americans Complain.
lips;
You can tell her by her giggle, as' her
the advertising club bringing tho
Since the present troubles began in 4e worked out.
wolook o' glad surprise,
A te'egram was received
the island, American interests in th.;
by the greatest proportionate number of
An' the dewdrops on her rosy fingvicinity of Guantanimo, and Santiago, chairman of the committee on church men to the convention.
er-tips.
have been making representations to Miiion appointed by the general asSan Francisco was awarded the
itentiary.
Mrs. J. A. Haley of Carrizozo, was the state department of the danger to sembly of the Presbyterian church in prize for bringing the largest numShe's
up the medder, don't operated on at the St. Mary's hospi- their lives and property and later urg-t- the United States, asking the ap- ber of delegates, the greatest disthe state department to procure pointment of a similar committee
you see her yaller gown?
She is
tal Sunday for gall stones.
by tance. G. W. Coleman of Boston was
She's
an'
right this the wife of the editor of the Carrizo- adequate protection for them. It was the United
president of the Associated
After
Presbyterians.
seway,
some discussion of the wording, the Advertising Clubs of America, this
zo News, and a daughter of Mrs. An- believed that this could be better
With a trail o' joy behind her, an' a ns.
afternoon.
of this city. Roswe'.l cured by the dispatch of American trenernl jiKsemhlv
E.
new moon for a crown,
,.
warships to the naval station at (luan-- i i ed a resolution ',,
a commit ee of
News.
that
howAn' a bless your heart! why,
tanimo and the increasing of the conference
be appointed to meet with
Arthur E. P. Robinson, state man- force of marines there.
dy, Lady May?
similar committee from tne of er
AmeriBrotherhood
of
Herbert Randall, in Y'outh's Com- ager lor the
Not an Intervention Movement.
.
can Yeomen, arrived yesterday from
rresuyienan assemblies to ascertain
panion.
was
the
at
It
carefully
explained
....
...
4 Horse Power
a
O
whether
...Ml
... .wl urn n.vt- rv- practical basis of Union
o.u u, r
,,u
gtate depa.tment that jfs n0, t0 be COn-- i may not be found." The annual re-niieiin
tne
Katun
Yv.
in
erai
Dr.
L. Brown, the physician of
PRICE, $165.00
aays
sidered an intervention movement on;
of the church boards were rep- Espanola, is a guest at the Monte- - est of the order he represents. Ra the part of the United States but mere-- ! ports
With
Imported Magneto.
will
lesentcd
and
be taken up A Motort'yt'lp witnout h doubt
today
ton Range-Mrwith trouble
zuma.
ly a precautionary step in order that.i ;p
t the. factory.
left
order.
L. Bradford Prince will leave in case of
B. S. Phillips, the lumberman, deprotection may be
necessity,
parted for his home at Truchas yes- the city to meet friends that will ar- accorded to them.
If
rive from New Yoik City on a special
stationery, you
terday.
Expect Surrender of Rebels.
can do no better than PlacinS 01lr or'
Francis Martinez closed a nine Santa Fe train in Albuquerque at
23-- The
current
Havana, May
report
months' term of school at upper San- 12:15 o'clock next Wednesday after- this morning that Generals Estenezo der with the New Mexican Printing
noon. The special will have aboard and Tvonet had reniiested to negotiate PncPS Wl11 e Quoted upon request.
ta Fe district No. 3.
Dr. E. P. Brown, of Roy, Mora conn 230 electrical engineers who are en terms with the commander of the Our styles and forms are strictly up
ty, arrived in Santa Fe last evening route for Seattle, Washington, to at- government forces proves to have been to date.
tend a protessional convention there.
deand is at the Montezuma.
premature, but the government
I.KiHT. SILENT ASH RKUABLK.
New Mexican want aos always
Eugenio Romero, treasurer of San They will stop at all the important clares that it expects an offer of surto
York
New
cities
PASH
way
BROS.. Agts., Santa Fe.
results
by
a
in
visitor
the
brings
returning
is
moment.
In
city
Miguel county,
render from them at any
of Denver. Santa Fe was not consid- - default of this, an immediate advance
and a guest at the Palace.
Pedro Valdez of Santa Cr.iz is in ered as a stopping place because ot will be made by the government on
the city on business connected with lack of smitaWe hotel accommodations, the rebels.
according to word received here.
the public schools of his town.
Must Lay Down Arms Unconditionally.
W. D. Shea, of the Denver and Rio
Mrs: Isaac Warth and Sliest. Mrs.
The Cuban government is connden
Walton, will leave for their home at Grande railroad left the city this aft- that it has the situation in hand and
ernoon
tor Albuquerque.
not to accept anything
Albuquerque on Sunday morning.
j is determined
F. E. Olney, a businessman of East
less than an immediate and uncondFIGHTING IN MEXICO IS ON.
Las Vegas, arrived in the city last
itional surrender. In default of the im-HANDSOME PATTERNS
mediate submission of the insurgents
evening and registered at the Palace.
(Continued From Page On.l
a cordon of government troops will atE. C. Wade and E. C. Wade, Jr., of
tack the rebels from all sides,
the law firm of Wade and Wade, Las
which had been taken by the retreat- it
Set Fire to Plantations
Cruces, departed for their homes last
troops
ing rebels, the government
Santiago, Cuba, May 23 A body of
evening.
THE
DISPLAY.
SFE
Jesse Nusbaum of the School of have pushed their way 114 miles 700 negroes, under General. Estenoz
north of Torreon to the battleground. set fire today to the cane fields on
American Archaeology expects to
the Esperanza, Santa Rosa, and CerThe insurrectos, under General
D.
turn from Washington,
C, early
are believed to number 5,000 vantes plantations, owned by SpanJune.
GOOD S
ADOLF
iards. The rural guards remained inien.
M. C. McCormiek and party of sevas they were unable to control
active,
No
From
Communication
Federals
In
en Santa Feans left this morning
the situation.
El Paso. Texas, May 23. Communithe McCormiek motor car for Albucation between here and the federal
querque.
at Asunsolo, just south LESSONS FROM TITANIC'S LOSS.
Satnrnino Baca, county school super- headquarters
of Re'lano where a battle is raging
intendent of Valencia county, arrived
(Continued from Page one)
in the city yesterday and registered at luua ucl"e" u,c ",a,u
me
auu
nau
ueeu
uul
leuerais
reueis
the Coronado.
obtained up to noon today by the steps when near the Tilanic, whose
J. A. Baird, treasurer of Otero
of distress were seen
Mexican consul. A telegraph circuit rocket signals
Californian.
aboard the
county, arrived in the Capital from via
Congress
Cone-i
to
and
Mexico
City
Nogales
his home in Alamogordo last evening
nearest station to Asunsolo, will be asked to reward Captain
the
jos,
and is .a guest at the Palace,
of the rescue ship Carpathia.
available
but the only information
F. R. Frankenburger, manager of was that the operator at the federal
Legislation to Meet Lessons,
Legislation will be pressed as the
the Espanola Mercantile Company camp failed to answer.
of the conclusions announced
result
store at Espanola, arrived in the city
It is assumed that General Huerta
ABSOLUTELY THE LATEST AND IT IS A BEAUTY.
be-- !
last evening and is at the Palace.
has ordered his operator to tap a in the report. A general bill is
which
Senator
drafted
Smith,
by
Yv D. Murray, member of the con- wire further north than Asunsolo and ing
stitutional convention and a banker of news of the battle through federal along with other measures already
Silver City, arrived in Santa Fe last sources is not expected until late to- framed in the Senate and the House
will be considered by the commerce
evening and is a guest at the Palace. day.
commission and reduced to concrete
23.
R. H. McKenzie, a former business
three
After
Rellano, Mex., May
legislation to meet the lessons drawn
or
in
the
man of Santa Fe, arrived
more of fighting today,
city hours
disaster.
AKERS-WAGNE- R
CO.
his home in Allruqnerque last tween the Mexican federal and rebel from the Titanic
Sweeping Criticism.
armies, reports from the rpbel front
of
lack
criticize
the
will
The report
seemed to indicate a slight advantage
over the army of Madero. The insur drills and tests aboard the Titanic,
miles an hour speed, at the
NERY BARGAINS rectos held firm their positions, cap- - the 24
hired several federal guns and repul-- j time of the accident, the failure of
the steamship company to provide i
sed a federal, attempt at flanking.
FIRE
INSURANCE
FIRE
The fighting of yesterday is declared the Titanic with glasses for the lookto have resulted in a loss of 150 or outs and with searchlights, the fail-ar- e
to give general warning to the
more government troops. It is claim
ed Orozco drove off a federal cavalry passengers after the vessel had
charge with great loss to the assail struck an iceberg with an impact, esants.
timated at the combined force of the
4
To-daMadero's'Personal Bravery.
broadsides of a score of largest guns
y
D
of
Chiefs
the contending armies are used by the navy, and the White Star
To-morrow."
directing in persons their forces. Gen- Line Company for its course as to
Southeast of Plaza.
eral Orozco has been near his front giving out information on Monday of
rank since the engagement and several the disaster.
times under direct fire of the long
Indifference to Those in Water.
u.
range federal guns. Orozco's brother
With some modifications, in view
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
KAUNE & GO. officers
H.
begged him not to expose him- of the excitement, it will criticize the
self, but he continued to command per- indifference of some of those aboard
LIABILITY
HEALTH
ACCIDENT
sonally at a section of the right wing the life boats toward those struggling
which repelled the federal's cavalry in
the water in view of the fact that
charge yesterday with an estimated the evidence showed that the life
loss to the government of 150 men.
boats couid have taken care of 1,176
Hot Sun and Scarcity of Water.
and only carried 704.
The rebel lines are stretched oveT people
USE
AND
five miles in the trenches in front of
ADDRESSES NAVIGATORS
Rellano. Water is scarce and the heat TAFT
OF MANY NATIONS.
doz.
of the sun is intolerable. Exploding
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shells stir up clouds of alkali dust,
He Hopes for Time
AND YOUR BREAD TROUBLES
President
Says
that not only stifles the parched
pansy Shasta Daisy, Hollyhocks, Chrysan- -'
When Battleships Will Not
ARE OVER.
throats of the troopers, but interferes
themums, and other hardy perennials.
Be Built.
with rifle aim. The residents of the (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Flour quality varies actown have fled many miles north.
C.
Philadelphia, Pa., May 23. PresiFederals Three Times Repulsed.
cording to wheat quality.
415 Palace Avenue,
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Navigation
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bardment has at times been terrible,
in hard wheat is the eletoday.
but the rebels have never wavered,
ment that makes the
"I know you will believe me when I
holding their entrenched positions unthe President declared, "that the
bread raise. Hard wheat
say,"
til the federal infantry advanced unof the Panama canal is an
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der cover of the artillery to a point building
of the desire of the United
evidence
why it's hard. The more
well within range of smaller guns. The
to do something for the welfare
States
conwheat
the
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deadly hail of lead the rebels late yes- of the
people of the world."
tains the less flour you
terday poured into the advancing colMr. Taft touched
upon universal
Fe.
umns of government troops was well
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have to use that's why
among the nations, humorously
peace
but
the
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instant
federals,
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the use
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is
that
it
present
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time when battleships will not be
Superior Handling of Federals.
Fresh Oysters, Fish, Poultry, If the rebels are dislodged it will built.
be because of the superior handling of
Grapes, Oranges,
the federal force, which in the last
two weeks has been gradually forcing
Apt-lesthe rebels a distance 114 miles north
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DAILY. gateway of north central Mexico. TorVEGETABLE
FRESH
reon originally was the objective
AND
point in this campaign.

out,

An" a laylock she's

Your Patronage Solicited

209-W-

evening and is registered at the Palace.
R. P. Donohoo, former county clerk
ot Quay county, arrived in Santa Fe
last evening from his home in Tucum-car- i
and is stopping at the Montezuma.
R. E. Twitchell, the solicitor for the
Santa Fe railroad who has been in the
city on business with the federal
court, returned to his home in Las
Vegas yesterday.
,1. F. Miller, proprietor of the Valley
ranch, R. L. Trevett a guest of tho
ranch,- and Yv. M. Tabor, of Glorieta,
arrived in the city at noon yesterday
and registered at the Montezuma.
A report from Captain Fred For-noof the state police says that he
will return from Carrizozo to the Capital Sunday or Monday with about
recruits for the state pentwenty-fiv-

PERSONAL MENTION

CAPITAL $50,000 00
Does a General Banking
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in lier

the balance

of

SctMe. Wash.,
Presbyterian

this month
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MRS. W.

;
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Ladies' Waists
Lingerie

Voile,

fu uf tossed

Received a New Line of the Very Latest,

&

i

Stylish Designs and Patterns. Prices
are Ridiculously Low.

$1.00 to $3.50

EXCEPTIONAL VALUES

I

SEE THE NEW LINE OF REGAL SHOES.

1

SELIG1II

Lawn andSilk Waists

j

J

White Embroidered Dresses

BROS, COMPANY,

P. O. Box, 219.

W

:

Phone 36.

:

o

SELIGr

,

'

Glorieta Battle Field
CAl)

C

A

I

E

lUK JALC

i

160 ACRE PATENTED RANCH
in center of Old Glorieta Battle

Field. About 30 acres under j;
cultivation. Young orchard of best varieties, jj
Growing timber on property. House, Stable, ji
Cattle Houses, Chickens. Must be sold at once.
$
Low price to cash purchaser.

SURETY

BONDS,

Phone, Red 189.

REAL
1

Ros-tio-

n

FURNITURE

i

Window Curtains, Screens and Portieres.

O. C. WATSON & CO.
INSURANCE,

j

ESTATE.

.

ML L

NEXT

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
Next Door to Pos toff ice,

MISS A. MUGLER.

a

Why Walt?

Just Received, a New Line of

Santa

j

--

,

Inspect Them.

For Hire at Popular Prices

Ip' .COWICI'S

204 W. Palace Ay

Grape Fruit,

HACK SERVICE

S

HACK LINE.'

;
'

t

Buggies and Saddle Horses-

-

THEODORE CORRICK, PropY
;
::;
Phona Black 9.
,

McCONVERY,

n

You Are
Cordially Invited to
Call and

B.TONNIES,

per

Percolators,
Chafing Dishes,
Steak Planks,
Tea Kettles.
Round and Oval Trays,

GRIFFITH'S
Low & High Top Shoes

I" FIRST-CLAS-

and

JAMES

!

CUSTOM MADE SHOES
,

Tulips

ANT J

NEW MEXICO.

-

Re-

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,

Narcissus, Daffodils

Boss Patent Flour

Dispensing Optician,
Quick Returns

Avoids

Insuring
gretting

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.

TAUPERT,
Accurate Work

INSURANCE

S.

SEND YOUR OPTICAL REPAIRS DIRECT TO

::

z
u
z

TWO WEEKS

Day or Night Phone, 1J0 Red.

::

J

FOR THE

MULLIGAN & RISING,

E. LAS VEGAS,

FURNITURE

THE

j

19 San Francisco St.

IS

License Numbers,

i!

The New Golden Oak

..

i

Pope Motor Cycle

.

'

Marquisette.
Just

.

i

S

'
"

i

S.C.Buff Orpingtons
Eggs for Hatching.

H.S.

5'

Where Prices aie Lowsst

4

for Safe Qt r!il.

CO

YONTZ,

.,;

.

j

H.. C.

i CA
tJ7 1 tJVJ

CUBA MAY LOSE INDEPENDENCE,
(Continued trom page one.)

these differences and to indicate tb

For
13 Eggs

CIIAS. A. WKEELON,
,

i

PtlOIte Red

204.

JIS Palace Ave

CAPITAL COAL YARD

eoal

WHOLESALE
RETAIL

SWASTIKA LUMP
CERILLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL,

Wood

FACTORY WOOD

SAWED WOOD
CORD WOOD
ALL SIZES.

Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot

V
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Connects at Colfax with E. P. S. W. Ry. train North.
Stage for Van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston, N. M.
Stage leaves Ute Park, N. M., for Elizabethtown, N. M., at 9 a. m., daily
except Sunday. Fare $2.00 one wav, $3.50 round trip; fifty pounds of baggage carried free.
C. & S. train leaves Des Moines, N. M., for the south at 11:11 p. m.; arrives from the south at 4:38 a. m.
(1) Daily.
(2) Daily except Sundays.
F. M. WILLIAMS,
(3) Euesdays, Thursday and Saturdays.
General Passenger Agent.
S

'iff';'

I
I

""

Romero, Las Vegas.
F. R. Frankenburger, Espanola.
J. A. Baird, Alamogordo.
T. B. TougwelL Cloudcroft.
J. S. Hunter, Kansas City, Mo.
Mrs. J. S. Yeaman, Swiuk,' Colo.
Miss Yeaman, Swink, Colo.
J. S. Cole, Denver.
A. Singer, Albuquerque.
A. L. Cassidy, San Francisco.
F. E. Olney, East Las Vegas.
R. H. McKenzie, Albuquerque.
W. F. Stephenson, El Paso.
P. W. Hoihor, Rosendale, Mo.
Montezuma.
Harvey Oatruan, City.
R. L. Trevett, Valley Ranch.
J. F. Miller, Valley Ranch.
W. M. Tabor, Valley Ranch.
C. M. Martindale, Denver.
V. D. Sanderson, Chicago.
R. P. Donohoo, Tucumcari.
E. N Rich, City.
J. A. .Juden, Houston, Texas.
J. W. Campbell, City.
W. L. Brown, Espanola.
E. M. Houts, Denver.
C. H. Haren, Kansas City, Mo.
Joe Florman, Pueblo.
M. Yalmistem, New York Citv.
T. E. Alldridge, Roy.
Dr. E. P. Brown, Roy.
T. J. Connor, Rochester.
Coronado.
J. E. Torres, Socorro.
Epifanio Vigil, Chamita.
Antonio Vigil, Chamita.
A. Mestas, Chamita.
Alvino Duran, Chamita.
Agapito Maestas, Chamita.
S. Baca, Belen.

J

Quarter of a Century Ago.
4)

4

When Going

(From the Daily New Mexican

4
j

EAST

:

WEST

4
4
4
4

USE THE

TO

PROFESSIONAL CARDS.

of

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
P. DAVIES,

Attorney and Counselor at Law.

OPERATION

Palace.

Don't wait, until you are taken down sick, before taking care of yourself. The small aches and pains, and other
symptoms of womanly weakness and disease, always mean
worse to follow, unless given quick treatment
You would always keep Cardui
handy, if you knew
what quick and permanent relief it gives, where weakness
and disease of the womanly system makes life seem hard
to bear. Cardui has hebed over a million wnmpn Trv it
Write to: Ladies' Advisory Dept. Chattanooga, Medicine Co.,
Chattanooga. Teon,
iur opcuui iruinuucuu. ana
oook. Home Treatment lor Women," sent free. J 51

11

EDWARD

W. D. Murray, Silver City.
K X. Noble, Aluuquerque.

The
Woman'sTonic

LARDUI

.

CP OA

DREADFUL

Hotel Arrivals.

745

;;;;

Koeblw Junction......
Oolfai
Oerrososo
Ar
Lv
Olnmrron
I.v
Ar
Olmarrou
Nasb
Ut9

...

8 30

jg't'ititam

Ar

-

II A M

f

human coimrco

I!

"You are welcome," says Mrs. Nora
Guffey, of Broken
Arrow, Okla., "to use my letter in any way you want to,
if it will induce some suffering woman to
try Cardui. I had
pains all over, and suffered with an abscess. Three physicians failed to relieve me. Since taking Cardui, I am in
better health than ever before, and that means much to me,
because I suffered many years with womanly troubles, of
different kinds. What other treatments I
tried, helped me
for a few days only."

(Read Up)
(SHi (STii

(THi

Lv. Des Moines. .V. M...Ar
RumaiLio
Dedmau
Oapulin ....
Vigil

4

II
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In street AiiriliSth.
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1
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pm

..

Down
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1

1

Pains All Over!

i.

and the store at 600 South El Paso.
It was said that the property taken 111
in these raids would amount to $G00
itouriguez has confessed.

www

.

-.,

Rooms
Capital City Bank Building,
Santa Fe, New Mexico
17-1- 8

How She Was Saved From
Surgeon's Knife by Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
Mogadore, Ohio. -- ' 'The first two years
I was married I suffered so much from
female troubles and
bearing down pains
that I could notstand
on my feet long
enough to do mv
work. The doctor
said I would have tc
undergo an operation, but my husband
wanted me to try
Lydia E. Pinkham's
VegetableCompound
T tnnk
first..
thrpp
bottles and it made me well and strong
and I avoided a dreadful operation. 1
now have two fine healthy children, and
I cannot say too much about what Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable ComDound has
done for me."
Mrs. Lee Manges,
R. F. D. 10, Mogadore, Ohio.
Why will women take chances with an
operation or drag out a sickly, halfs
hearted existence, missing
of the joy of living, when they can find
health in Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound ?
For thirtv vears it has been the stand
ard remedy for female ills, and has re
stored the health of thousands of women
who have been troubled with such ailments as displacements, inflammation,
ulceration, tumors, irregularities, etc.
tn
If von Wftnt btiapIaI nilvipA
three-fourth-

Assistant District Attorney. Firs
Judicial District
PAUL A. F. WALTER,

....

Attornsy-at-La-

Santa Fe,
HOLT

&

New Mexico.

SUTHERLAND,
.

Attorneys-at-Law-

Practice in the District Court as
well as before the Supreme Court :if
the State.
Las Graces, .
New Mexico.
G. W. PRICHARD,
Attorney and Counsel a.-- at Law.
Practice in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the State Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M.

C. W. G. WARD,

State District Attorney.
For San Miguel and Mora Counties.

Las Vegas,

-

-

-

-

New Mexico.

HARRY D. MOULTON,
Attorney-at-La-

Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Formerly Special Agent. G. L O.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
EASLEY & EASLEY.
Chas. F. Easley, . Chas. R. .Easley,
Attorneys-at-La-

Practice in the Courts and before
Mexico, with hypothetical railway lines
May 23, 1S87.)
Land Department.
covering 1,680 miles and include such
The Rock Island system has decided wildly visionary schemes as a
f
Land grants and titles examined.
to build from Wichita to El Paso by from Glorieta via Santa Fe to
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office, Estan-cia- ,
Gallup,
of
White
Oaks.
way
from Las Vegas over the impenetrable
N. M.
T.vilin V T;..i-i- . ... at ...I
,1..
Colonel Coleman has been made a mountains to Santa Fe by wav of Cal- N.vnn. jnftfas. wnnr lotrnr wtii
ueuLiuii
special agent of the land department. linas and Santa Fe canons and other PEOPLE
TELL EACH
McKEAN & CHEETHAM,
OTHER be opened, read and answered by a
Register C. F. Easley is convinced equally absurd propositions. If these
woman and held in strict confidence.
ABOUT GOOD THINGS.
Attorneys-at-Lathat the stream of homeseekers into lines were to be built, and if there
Practice in all the Courts and BeNew Mexico this year will be unprece- were any object in the incorporation
Pacific
170
Steel 69
pfd. fore the Interior
Twenty years ago Tew
in the
Department.
110
dented. This year thus far, 140 home- of this vaulting scheme, other than world knew of such a people
as
- - New Mexico.
Taos, - preparation
stead entries, 229
64 timLead and Spelter.
that of keeping out of the territory a Powder for the Feet. Today after
ber culture entries, 19 desert land en- Canitfll
St. Louis, Mo., May 23 Lead firm
that. wnilM hlliTrt milrnuHe , ih. tho ppnuina nm..f uip Aiif
aii- - ii s ruoi.-r.as- tt.
.
H. L. ORTIZ,
tries, and 9 coal land entries have been movement would receive the heartj has o""iiiv
Spelter firm 6.75fi
been told year after year by oneie. 4.12
Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
made. The Santa Fe valley lias 200 iridnrsem-onnf thr IVmnprnt Hut tha s'auueu person to another there are 6.85.
Practicing before all the Courts in
000 acres of land, every acre of which airy maneuver of
Grain and Provisions.
incorporation for the millions abroad and in this country-iChicago, 111., May 2.!. Wheat, May the State.
susceptible to cultivation. Millions purpose of holding territory is too Who would as soon go without a denti-o- f
Santa Fe, - - . - New Mexico
1101-115;
gallons of water are at present flow- - threadbare to deceive, and the whole- - frice as without the
Corn. May
daily use of Al- 817-8- ; July
.
u
ine to WflKtp flnwn the Snntn TTp
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f
. whiph a,c
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Oats, May 53
July
iucailu uj piu- leu s r
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it is a cleanly whole- MRS. NORA E. SUMMERS,
lf stored and used for irrigation, would
jected railroads under the control of some, healing antiseptic powder to July 501-8- ; Pork, May 18.20; Lard,
make every one of those 200,000 acres great corporations will have a more be shaken into
Public Stenographer.
10.45;
10.15.
May
Ribs,
July
the shoes which has
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
produce $100 and more a year. Hun- - disastrous effect in keeping out capi- - given rest and comfort to tired
Wool.
and
dreds visited the artesiau well outfit tal than we have already suffered
Rooms 11 and 12 Laughlin Block.
St. Louis, Mo., May 23. Wool mar
aching feet in all parts of the world
near Bonanza yesterday, brought here from gigantic land grant monopolies.'' It cures while
ket steady: territory and western me
Phone Red 162.
walk Over -- 0 000
you
by a public subscription of $o,000. The
Albuquerque Democrat. The Demo- - testimonials of cures of smarting diums 16 IS; fine mediums 15(ffl7;
1
well is now down 100 feet and artesian crafs complaint is very
fine 10(J? 5.
HAVE YOU ANYTHING TO ADVEH-TISE- ?
natural, since swollen, tender
feet ' It
water in abundance will be struck be- - none of those "natural highways" prevents friction perspiring
Kansas City.
and wear of the
fore it is down many feet more as tho
Kansas City, Mo., May 23. Cattle-Rece- ipts
hich are "corralled by paper roads" stockings and will save in vour stock
Tell your story to
bubbling spring nearby testifies. The "lead to the town of Albuquerque," but ing bill ten times its cost each
2,000 including
800 south
2,000,000
Readers
year
erns.
Market steady. Native steprs
surrounding land is of the greatest why hasn't it the honesty to say that Imitations pay the dealer a
Twelve Dollars.
larger ;6.759.25; southern steers t5.25!ffi We
fertlhty'!t opposes those proposed new lines profit, otherwise you would never
will
place your
be
advertiseW. P. Metcalf of the Circle ranch because they favor
Santa Fe and offered a substitute when you ask for 8 25; southern cows and heifprs s 75 nf. ment, in 25 leading
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Chicago.
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ARRESTED AT EL PASO tV,
'
western $5.50 8.85.
In the arrest of lose M. Rodriguez rounding the
Pacific
burglarizing of Henry S. Northern'
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Reading
and Jose Pacheco, both aged 16 years Beach's curio store on Santa Fe
Cotton.
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street,
Southern Pacific 111; Union
New York, N. Y., May 23. Cotton
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New Mexico Military
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

tii

'Tho West Point of th Southweat"
Ranked by United States War D
jartment a "Distinguished Inatitu-Uon.- "
Army officers detailed by Wai

.

,

nhtZ7

....

i

well-wor-

MARKET REPORT

Academic course, preparing young men for college or business
lite. Great amount ol open air wort
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located in the
beautiful recoa Valley, tu garden spot
of the West at an elovation ol 3uil
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow during ths

...
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e

Institute

,

r
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d
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1

season.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
all graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings,
colleges.
throughly
furnished, heatd, lighted and modem

1

'ids

I
1

In all reapects.

REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
W. G. HAMILTON. Vice Pre.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
and W. A. FINLEY.

V..- .,-

fka

COL. JAS. W. WILLSON.

Superintendent

DR. J. M. DIAZ,

-
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The New Mexican i rmtlng Com.
pany is always prepared to turn out
your brief and transcript work quickly, and at the right price. Give us

a trial.
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For further particulars, time tables and literature
call on or address
any Santa Fe Agent.
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SANTA FE, N. M.

you Know that it is
possible to imitate in Dartcm
and appearance a high grade faLric so that only an expert is
aware of the difference?

The imitation, however, is short-live- d
and usually lasts but
long enough to male the sale. Style soon vanishes and service
is a minus quantity.
Therefore, it's judicious to lay safe
Buy

19V

will never go wrong in letting
'5
Leroy Thacker, Watertown. S. Dak
your job printing come to the New says: "I suffered with rheumatism for
Mexican rrinting Company. Its fa- over 8 years, and it seemed at times
cilities are unequaled in the State. I would go crazy with pain. Three
bottles of Foley Kidney Pills cured
Subscribe for the Santa Fe New my rheumatism and I gladly recomDr. J. M. Cunning,
Delegate to the Republican National Convention From New Mexico.
Mexican, the paper that boosts all of mend them." For sale by all drugthe time and works for the upbuild- gists.
Subscnoe tor the Santa Fe New
ing of our new State.
Dr. J. M. Cunningham,
president of was educated in the public schools and was a member of the territorial board
Mexican, the paper 'hat boosts al! the
San Miguel National hank at t .i Mount
New Mexican want ads.
Carroll, Illinois, Seminary.
always of the time and works for the upIn of equalization and of the constituVegas, was born in 1846 in Pennsvl. 1873 he came to New Mexico and
biing results.
tional
pracconvention.
building ct our new State.
He has many
vania and was raised on a farm. He ticed medicine
for many years. He friends in Santa Fe.
You

M Ik

$16.85

Reduced Rates to Many Other Eastern Points.
Dates of Sale Commencing June 1st and on Sale
Daily until
September 30th, 1912. Return limit, October 3 1. Except
to points east of Chicago and St. Louis, the limit
is 30 days irom date of sale.

H. S. LUTZ, Agent.

T.

fi.

Goldman-Beckma-

n

Qothes and

Inow that

you receive style

and sterling worth.
You then eliminate the

hazardous element of your

purchase and are assured of full value for every
price.

clothes

dollar

of Its

We are now showing some novelty weaves.

J.

M.

II. GERDES .Cash Store

V.

HIE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN. SANTA FE. N.
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AMENDMENT TO ARTICLES OF IN
CORPORATION OF THE AUTOMA
TIC SCALE VENDING COMPANY.
Germs that get into the body are killed in two vays by the white corpuscies
-S'.dte of New Mexico,
MASONl .
substance that is in the blood. Just what this
of the blood, and by a
Office of the State Corporation ComLode
Montezuma
substance is, we do not know. The blood of a healthy person always has some
mission.
g
No. 1. A.. F. & A. M
substance in it to ward off the attack of disease. The fountain head
A man who has a weak and impaired stomach and who
of life is the stomach.
commun
Regular
It is hereby certified, that tht?re wa::
FOR RENT " or 6 room house,
does not properly digest his food will soon find that his blood has become weak
cation first Monda with furniture or not. D. S. Lowitzki.
in
filed
office
for
record
of
the
the
nouris
and
insufficiently
and impoverished, and that his whole body
improperly
of each month a
The Clark men plea ' guilty to the ished. To put the body in healthy condition, to feed the system on rich, red blood Slate Corporation Commission of the
The Clark Campaign.
Masonic - Hall
t
has
KUh
in
of
New
on
State
Mexico
the
the
the
from
the
day
WANTED A cook or girl for genpast forty years
body, nothing
poisons
soft impeachment that they "went and throw out
Editor New Mexican:
7.30.
Medical Discovery, a pura of May, A. D.. 1!)12, at 10 o'clock a. m.,
Golden
Pierce's
Dr.
excelled
era
housework and cooking.
Apply
comment
the
after"
from
various
the
editorial
delegates
In reply to your
ALAN R. McCORD, W. M.
glyceric extract (without alcohol), of bloodroot, golden amendment to Articles of IncorporaMrs. it. .1. Palen.
seal and Oregon grape root, stone root, mandrake and
and copy from Roswell Daily Record counties and certainly have no apolE.
CHAS.
LINNEM. Secretary.
tion of Tile Automatic Scale Vondins
Insurg- ogies to make for soliciting loyal
queen's root with black cherrybark.
under head of "Democratic
FOR RENT r, room house
Stock,
Company, Reducing
Capital
with
men
and
stomach
trouble
from
in
Clark
when
a
was
sufferer
the
husband
of
delegation
Monday.
'"My
Santa Fe Chapter Ns bath. 502 Galisteo St. Apply St. Vinency" in your issue
(No. 7199), and also that the followof FrankII.
Miss.
"blo.d."
Maktin.
Jamks
writes
we
as
impure
th
and
could,
opposition
just
Individually or as state secretary
1, R. A. M.
Regulai cent's Sanitarium.
fort, Kv. "lie. hud a son! on his face that, would form J. ing copy is a true and correct tranI to Mr. Clark or the Wilson and Harscab which would dry and drop off in about a month, then script of the original now on file.
of the Champ Clark campaign
convocation s e c o n
another would immediately form. It continued this way
know nothing of any unfair methods mon men did. when they could. All
Monday of each moot
fn testimony whereof, the chairman
AGENTS WANTED for the best sellfor a long time. He tried every remedy that any one would
at Masonic Hall a er on the market.
or anything out of the ordinary, em- - had their friends and advocates and
Pierce's
tried
l)r.
then
no
lie
found
relief,
but
and
of
said
clerk
Commission
chief
Arizona
suggest
Sales
men
both Wilson and Harmon
had
Golden Medical Discovery which completely cured him. Ha have hereunto set their hands and af7:30 p. m.
ployed by Clark advocates anywhere
Agency, Phoenix, Arizona.
cured now for two years, and 1 recommend this
staved
has
in
and
the
WHEEL-ONclubs
active
not
A.
most
CHAS.
organizations
and
state
certainly
in the
fixed the seal of said Commission, at
valuabl'o meclicino for impurities of the blood."
h. r
in the state convention, in which Mr. state long before the Clark men did.
SOUTHWESTERN
Realty & Emand invigorate the City of Santa Fe. on this 16th day
Pellets
Pleasant
Pierce's
Dr.
regulate
s
ARTHUR
of the
Secretary.
As to the charge "The Clark m"Sn
of
Clark had more than
A.
1912.
P. O. Box 73, 210.
D.,
May,
ployment
Agency,
ana
Doweis.
uuy
liver
Snuuira,
stomacn,
H.
Maktin.
J.
Esq.
HUGH H. AVILUAMS,
W. Silver,
N.
Mex.
delegations instructed ror him with spent a great deal of money," will
(Seal)
Albuquerque,
Santa Fe Commander; Wanted 50 Mexican leftmsters and lasmall
Chairman.
several uninstructed delegations com- say that the comparatively
Attest:
K.
No.
T.
1,
Regula
Mr.
amount of money expended in behalf
GEO. W. ARM I.TO,
borers at once.
posed largely of Clark men.
lustrated by stereopticon slides made DROUTH AND GALES
conclave fourth Moc
Chief Clerk.
Harmon had the uninstructed vote ol Mr. Clark's interest was furnished from
WHEAT
GIVES
STRENGTH.
of
the
Indians
by
a
day in each tionth
of one county. Mr. Wilson had the by his friends and advocates who are Mrs. photographs
Amendment to the Articles of IncorElegantly FurnTsned Rooms for Rent
Cassidy herself.
Masonic. H&D at 7:S'
instructed vote of two counties and a ' residents of the state (not one cent,
Rooms elegantly furnished and hav-n- g
Automatic
of
Scale
the
poration
in
Kansas Were Said ao
of Mr. Ger Hot Winds
m.
is
wife
Mrs.
the
p.
Cassidy
all modern conveniences, including
majority of the delegates of probably so far as I know or believe, having aid Cassidy, the artist, and her lee-- ;
Vending Company.
Be Worse Today and More
W. H. KENNEDY, E. C.
electric light, steam heat and baths,
three counties that were uninstructed. been received from other sources) ture will have
on
BE
IT
14th
the
KNOWN
that
day
seien-W.
E.
and
Kecorder.
j
Damaging.
great popular
GRIFFIN,
in the First National Bank building
Mr. Underwood had no known dele-- and most of same was spent for tifip
of February. 1912, a meeting of the
lntxrpt iiTifo it ie an flrpnnii rf '
to F. M. Jones.
of
stamps, stationery, telegrams, teleScale
Thi
Automatic
directors
a
gates.
Lease.1
Xa-Wire
Sew Mexican)
(By Special
Santa Fe ivoflge e Apply
experiences among the
s
-- v
of the phone and such necessary expense.
With more than
one of the most primitive of the' Chicago, 111., May 21!. Drought and Vending Company, whose principal
No.
14tl
Perfection
1,
vajo,
entire delegation to the state conven- Can the opposition, if such I may American Indian tribes.
Ac
and
Ancient
gales southwest, together with en ad- - place of business is in the Rialto Builddegree.
Oliver Visible Typewriter
Those in
tion instructed for Mr. Clark and term it, say as much?
onvn Thaot ing, located at the southwest corner
vrim.n in frtrtiicn nrnrL-ftrcepted Scottish Rite oi
of
and
Ninth
in
Grand
Kansas
Ave.,
many Clark men on uninstructed del- charge of Mr. Clark's interest in this LITTLE
Free Masonry mee's oi For sale cheap. Perfect condiprices today a new upturn. The hot
INTEREST IN
City, Jackson County, State of Mis- the third Monday of each mont) tion and does
egations I fail to see how or why state resent any charge of unfairness
winds
were
in
to
be
said
Kansas
splendid writing'.
STOCK MARKET TODAY.
anyone knowing the facts could or or illegitimate use of money and wei- worse than the day before and pre- souri, was held for the purpose of con- at 7:30 o'clock in the oven ing U Could ship on approval and trial.
a
resolution
the Masonic
decreasing
should complain at the temper of the come comparison with others in any
dictions were made that without rain sidering
Hall, south side of Plaza Write to CHAS. W. RICKART
Small Speculative
Buying Centered
stocK of said Company, purconvention or at instructions for Mr. score and especially as to the use of
Rite Masons are ear Rosedale, Kansas.
Foitish
in the western part capital
the
Visiting
soon,
crop
Around
Less
Important
suant to consent to the holding of such
Clark. The opposition to instructions money, the extnt f same and from
of the state wou'd be much reduced
dially Invited to attend.
Stocks.
of
all
the
directors
by
meeting
signed
sources
all mtfney came. Is this
for Mr. Clark while small in number what
32.
8. G.
and possibly lost. The opening was said
TYPEWRITERS.
Company.
"made a noise" like a large majority not fair? We are not only willing (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican l
to c higher. July opened at 111
Venerable Master Cleaned, adjusted ano repaired. Netk,
resolution
a
at
That
said
unimmeeting
for
all
a
the
line
the
have
comparison
along
impressed
and might
HENRY I. STEPHENS. 32
a gain of
to
Ribbons and sup.?,
Xew York, May 23. During the ear- to 111
platens furnished.
stock of 'said
reducing the capital
of both their numerical but assert in advance that we have
formed
touched 111
reacted to 110
plies. Typewriters Bold, exchanged
icretary.
on
stock
of
session
the
and
to
ly
today's
hundred
one
part
fifty
Company
rented. Standard makes handled.
strength and the justness of their nothing to fear therefrom. Let the
and then rose again to 111 34.
some
thousand dollars, ($150,000) divided inwheel "blessed sunlight shine in" on all exchange, prices moved with
cause. Many of the "old
B. P. O. E.
All repair work and typewrites guar
was
close
The
weak
at
with
July
hunto
of
one
of
irvalue
the par
shares
Santa Fe Lodge Nt anteed. Santa Fe Typewriter E
horses" of Democracy were active alike. Produce your proof (we have confusion and the undertone was
a net loss of
dred dollars ($100) each, and that the
Later the market hardened. lift
both in the Committee on Resolutions some against the opposition to Mr. regular.
460, B. P. O. E. bold change.
of
Phonp 231.
tone
firm
and
arrivals
the
Light
of stock of said Company be
shares
American
and
Can
Tobacco
American
Its regular session oj
and on the floor of the convention Clark that would make interesting were
uncorn.
wheat
upheld
July
opened
a
and
rata
reduced
some
that
the
latter
meeting
pro
showing
the second and fourt'
and had it not been for the instruc- reading) or accept the result, which of its strong,
WANTED.
higher at a77 to of the stockholders of the Company
recent activity in connection changed to
of eac
Wednesday
tions given the various county dele- was absolutely fair and overwhelming with fruit
77
77
to
odvanced
and
acThe Rusiness College of Santa Fe,
after
to
called
was
and
then
there
take
By
noon,
crop
prospects.
month. Visiting broil west side of Plaza
gations by the rank and file of the like fair men and the Democrat that improvement was general, with in- a dip to 76
rallied to 77
tion on said amendment.
requires the fol
rs are invitea an'
party, or with a different class of abides by majority rule.
The close was easy at 7G
for
to
creased activity which continued
of
lowing. Apply, don't write, unless at
in
and
That
thereafter
pursuance
welcome.
JAS. W, NORMENT,
men for delegates, the result might
a distance.
under last night.
center around the speculative issue. July,
the resolution so adopted by said FRANK T. BLANDY,
Santa Fe, May 23, 1912.
not have been so decisive.
Four hours janitor work daily ex
Oats.
Board of Directors, a meeting of all
Bonds were easy. Increasing dullExalted Ruler.
Oats climbed as well as other of the stockholders of the said Comeducation.
change
ness was the feature of the second
P. M. A. LIENAU,
Good furniture, bed, washstand, bu
to
July started
up at pany was held on the 5th day of
I
blankets woven for birthday and wed hour of the afternoon. Prices fluctu - grain.
Secretary.
NEW BLANKET WEAVING
to 50
and March, A. D., 1912, and upon the conreacted to 50
ated within narrow limits with a shad- 50
reau, bath tub, ice chest, book shelves.
INDUSTRY IN SANTA FE. ding gifts. Anyway, a visit to the
ascended to 50
sent of ninety per cent (90) of the
stoves, etc. exchange educa
chairs,
ing
tendency.
m
a
C
Santa Fe
little shop is most interesting. Beautistockholders of said Company and in
tion.
Provisions,
The market closed steady. That lit-13514, M. W. A.
Visit to Eddy Delgado's Establishment fully printed cards of a Navajo blanket
Lumber for partitions, etc. Ex
Influenced by an advance in live pursuance of the by laws of said Comfleets second Tun
speculative interest there was in
On Don Gaspar Avenue is Worth
design in colors are being distributed tie
education.
the market centered on relatively tin - hogs, the provision market continued pany, at the principal place of busichange
each
sc
day
month,
While.
Mr.
Delgado.
by
etc. ex
Tobacco issues to tighten up. Initial sales varied ness of said Company in the State of
Sign writing, painting,
cial meeting tl.lr'
important stocks.
New Mexico and that at said meeting
were purchased freely, American gain- from a shade off to 12
Fire- change education.
at
Tuesday
Kduardo Delgado, son of Francisco STATE MUSEUM ACQUIESCES
higher, there was
present in person or by
Plumber's work exchange educa
man's Hall. Visit.
with September delivery
IS. 90 for
r
AND POSTPONES LECTURE. ing over five points.
Delgado, has established on Don
proxy ninety (90) per cent of all of ii;g neighbors welcome.
tion.
to
11.00
11.02
lard
and
for
pork;
avenue, near San Francisco street.
the stockholders holding at least nineA. G. WHITHER, Cfusul
10.55 to 10.57
for ribs.
Carpenter's work exchange educa
Although it was announced several PRESBYTERIANS REJECT PLAN
a blanket weaving establishment that
ty (90) per cent of all of the capital OH AS. A. RISING. Clerk.
tion.
TO ATTACK CATHOLICISM.
is attracting many visitors and inci- - days ago that Mrs. Gerald Cassidy
the
that
and
of
said
stock
Company
Automobile and chauffer exchange
Mrs. Wm. A. Allen, Chacon, New resolution of the
Board of Directors FRATERNAL UNION OF
dentally receiving many orders for would give her free illustrated lecture
AMERICA.
so
three hours dcily or will
a
had
on
severe
it
education,
Museum
that
the
at
Indians
to
Mexico,
the
Refused
General
out.
Initiate
are
cough
turned
blankets
Navajo
that
the fine
Assembly
declaring it to be advisable to reduce
Lodge No. 259. Holds its buy on cash teaching terms.
Movement Against Roman
nearly choked her to death. Mr. Al- the capital stock of said Company to
Two looms, original in design, have of Xew Mexico next Tuesday evening,
len says: "We tried many things one hundred and
Church.
Typewriting machines, any mak- eregular tneetine on the flrr.t
been built, an expert weaver has been ' the Historical Society announced
fifty thousand dollars
without helping her when by good ($130, 000) divided into shares of the
Thursday of each month at lots lying id'e; owners cannot use
and the product of the looms terday that it would hold a mass meet-i- s
e
Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m. them properly. In exchange.
iBy Special Leasea Wire to New Mexican) luck I got a bottle of Foley's Honey par value
of one hundred
dollars
superior to anything that is offered ing on the same date. This is
Teachers and graduates to train for
in curio stores. The designs tunate, but Mrs. Cassidy is willing to
Bristol, Tenn., May 23. The general and Tar Compound. It helped her at ($100) each, and that the shares of Visiting brothers are invited and wels
our teachers and travelling
are original, follow Indian and old acquiesce and postpone her lecture un- - assembly of the Southern Presbyterian once and finally cured her. It is the stock of said Company be pro rata come.
J. A. RAEL, F. M.
in grades and high schools.
Mexican desiens. the blankets are firm-- ! til Friday evening, May 31, in order church refused today to adont the nia- - best medicine we ever used." For reduced, was presented
and unani
DAVID GONZALES,
Positions vary from $100 a month.
ly woven, much superior to the loose-- ! that the public may attend the Histor- j0rity report of its committee on Ro-l- sale by all druggists.
mously adopted by said stockholders.
woven Chimayo blankets and quite ical Society meeting as well as her lee- - ianism, which suggests a plan of
Secretary.
THE AUTOMATIC SCALE VENDING
Stenographers any system, but
in their blending and contrast ture at the Museum which was
to prepare
with touch typewriting,
on Catholicism by the evangelical FLYNN'S TRAINING T OBE
COMPANY.
F. W. FARMER
of coloring. Both native wool as well nounced first.
of the United States and
for better positions guarantee good
j churches
ENTIRELY IN PUBLIC. (Corporate Seal)
Homeste.-- d
as
wool are used. Cus- No.
Mrs. Cassidy's lecture is entitled Canada and the establishment of a
By J. A BRUBAKER,
pay, but must be good spellers and
toniers may have designs of their own "My Experiences Among the the Prim- - fund to support converts from among Las Vegas Had Abommable Weath;r Attest:
President.
2879.
have punctuation and common sense.
woven and a specialty is made oflitive Navajo" and will be profusely
Brotherhood
T. J. TEMPLER,
of
priests.
Last Week, Rain Snow
Teaching services, day or evening
American Yeon
Secretary.
in exchange.
and Winds.
Meets First Fri
8th
and
scholars 7th
Grade
East Las Vegas, New Mexico, May State of Missouri,
County of Jackson. ss.
23.
day of the month grades wanted these holidays to learn
The rain, snow and general
On this 19th day of April, 1912, beat the Fireman's shorthand, that when they return to
abommable weather of last wees
fore me appeared J. A. Brubaker to
Hall. H. Foreman school in fall, they can take "Teachsunshine
serves
to
make
the
only
me personally known who being by
A. E. P. Robinson ers talk" and enable them to become
more appreciated, and Flynn just
me duly sworn upon oath says that he
Cor. bee. Fred
ten times more clever and make
bakes in 't at the Montezuma training
is president of the Automatic Scale
Alaria.
their examinations much easier. Ask
a
beautiful
is
It
camp.
certainly
seal
and
the
that
Vending Company
Professor J. A. Wood on this quesspot, just made to order for an ath- affixed to said instrument is the corNo. 2, I. O. O. F. tion.
lete to prepare himself for a fierce poration seal of said corporation, and
ODD FELLOWS,
contest.
Apply Business College, west side
that the said instrument was signed
Santa Fe Lodge of Plaza. Walter Norton, F. R. G. S.,
been
Since coming her Flyn has
and sealed in behalf of said corporameets
regularly
taking constitutionals and light rub- tion by authority of its Board of D- every Thursday evening at 8 o'clocl President.
In
50 good
1912, we will
acdowns, and while in town last nigh irectors and said J. A. Brubaker
In Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting brothho stepped on the scales an dbalanced knowledged said instrument to be the
NOTICE.
Book.
ers
always welcome.
makthe beam and 217 pounds. After
free act and deed of said corporation.
In the District Court of the United
IN WITNESS WHEREOF I have
ing sure that the weights were corYou
Santa Fe Camp No
State for the District of New Mexrect he turned around to his chef, hereunto set my hand and affixed my
A.
N.
meett
R.
6673,
of
A
ico.
Chick Coleman, and laughingly told notarial seal on the day and year first
eacB
of
first Tuesday
The United States of America, Plain- him that was what he was doing to i above written.
month; social meeting
tiff.
JESSIE M. HAMPEL,
(Seal)
him.
third Tuesday at Fire
No. 120.
vs.
for
in
Public
and
Jackson
to
enter
Notary
now
the
expects
Flynn
Hall.
man's
Visiting
Defendant.
Mimbres
Co.,
River
Water
Missouri.
200
County,
weighing
ring against Johnson
A COMPLETE
neighbors welcome.
It appearing to the court that the
24,
My commission expires April
pounds, and he will be as hard as a
NETTIE VICKROY.
above entitled cause is commenced for
Little orphan Annie from far, far away,
nail and as fit as a proverbial fiddle. 1912.
(As an example only)
OracW the purpose of removing a certain
of
State
Missouri,
to
sent
out
scale
be
will
a
his
Came to make a visit, and she's going to stay.
Today
MAGGIE L. FRIDAY, Recorder.
cloud upon the title to real estate of
County of Jackson. ss.
Picnic days are coming, f oodness what a treat
training quarters, so if any of the
Roses now are blooming, on her cheeks so pale,
plaintiff, the United States of America,
A.
T.
J.
Brubaker and
J.
Templer,
Fill up all the baskets; lots of stuff to eat.
correspondents wish to see him
within the District of New Mexico, and
and
respectively
secretary
wi!l
president
and
he
NOTICE.
willingly
gladly
weighed
Never mind the cake and jam, never mind the tea,
It further
that Mimbres
appearing
In fact, all of the Automatic Scale Vending Com
In the Probate Court of the County River Water
step onto the platform.
the defendant
Company,
sworn
first
upon
Plenty of Post Toasties that's good enough for me.
In
pany,
being
duly
this
(Fill
line, mentioning Toasties, and write plainly,)
of Flynn's training will be done pubof Santa Fe, State of New Mexico.
is not an inhabitant of and
herein,
oi
assent
state
oaths
that
the
their
In the matter of the Estate of Julia cannot be found within the said Dislicly, and positively .at no time will
s
in interest of all of the Berardinelli, Deceased.
there be charges made to his camp.
trict of New Mexico, and that said deSign here
stockholders was given to the amend- To all to whom it may concern:
fendant has not voluntarily appeared
of Incorporation
ment
Articles
to
the
unthe
Notice is hereby given that
Date
Name
LONDON MUST ENDURE
in said cause, now on motion of the
of The Automatic Scale Vending Comdersigned, Peter Berardinelli, was apLIGHTERMEN'S STRIKE,
United
pany reducing the capital stock of pointed on May 11th, 1912, by the attorney for plaintiff, the
Street and Number.
States of America, it is ordered by
said Company to one hundred and fifty aforesaid court of
probate administra the court that the said absent defendShips Loaded With Perishable Food thousand dollars ($150,000) divided in- tor nf thp nctnto nf .lnlia Rem rdinelli. ant Mimbres River Water Co. do
State .
stuff Are Unable to DisyitC
to shares of the par value of one hun(jgpgjjggj
charge Cargos.
plead, answer or demur in said caus6
dred dollars ($100) each, and that the
All persons having claims
against
Use of above form of answer is suggested, but not required.
shares of stock of said Company be the said estate must present the same by the 5th day of August, A. D., 1912.
It is further ordered that due serv(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) pro rata reduced, as set forth in the
to the undersigned administrator with- ice of thiB order be made Mpon the
Address and mail your Jingles to
London, May 23. The national ex- certificate amending
Articles
said
said defendants, if practicable, wherecutive committee of the Transport herewith filed. The principal place of in the time prescribed by law.
PETER BERARDINELLI,
POSTUM CEREAL CO, LTD., BATTLE CREEK, MICH.
Jingle Dept
decided
ever found, and also upon the person
has
upFederation
Workers
business is Santa Fe, N. M., and the
Administrator. or
on a general strike commencing to- agent in charge thereof is E. C. Ab-- j
persons in possession of or charge
Fill in the missing line of the incomplete
Jingles accepted for our book, will be bought
of the said real estate, if any there
night in support of the Thames Light- bott.
Jas. C. Dahlmann, serving his third be; and if not practicable, then that
emand paid for at $20.00 each.
Jingle printed above, making the last line include ermen In their dispute with theirfeder- (Corporate Seal)
term as mayor, Omaha, Nebr., again a copy of this order be published in
J. A. BRUBAKER,
ployers and also to enable the
was successful in receiving the over- the Santa Fe Daily New Mexican, a
the name of "Toasties," with correct rhyme and ation to endeavor to adjust Its own
Only the Jingles we pay for will be used.
T. J. TEMPLER,
support of the voters in the daily newspaper published within the
whelming
A.
J.
BRUBAKER.
By
grievances.
metre.
There will be 50 Jingles purchased, and the
He also successful District of New Mexico once a week
election.
me
to
sworn
from
and
before
Subscribed
primary
port
every
Representatives
a
bad case of kidney for six consecutive weeks, the last pubhimself
of
rid
1;'
of
will
the
writers
be
1912.
A.
19th
addresses
of
were
and
in
this
D.,
names
the United Kingdom
day
April,
present
printed
trouble by the aid of Foley Kidney lication to be at kast one week beM. HAMPEL,
and
JESSIE
federation
the
of
the
at
(Seal)
meeting
Or,
and mailed to every inquirer who sends us a Ic
the
resolution was unanimously Notary Public In and for Jackson Pills, and writes: "I have taken Foley fore said return day.
Done in open court at Santa Fe,
for
return.
addressed
Kidney Pills and they have given me
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50 Persons
Will Make $20.00 Each
Writing Jingles
May,

buy

Jingles, suitable for a Post Toasties

I

-

Jingle

may get $20.00 for writing an original Jingle or for filling in
the missing line
the incomplete Jingle in the coupon.
fine way
to have some fun.
JINGLE

FINISH THIS JINGLE

two-third-

j

write an original Post Toasties
not less than lines, any one
Jingle
which must contain "Post
line
Toasties " or " Toasties."
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TEE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA
A

J The Home

OF THE

North Pole

For Sale
Ave.

A GREAT
ACHIEVEMENT

But You Will Benefit More, Personally,
By Discovering

Millicent in search
of her
in the "Kingdom of Heart's
Content" tonight at the Elks'.
Now is the Time to plant Caunas.
The Clarendon Gardens have them in
all colors and varieties; pink, cream,
yellow and scarlet. Get in your oraer
now. They are only $1 per dozen.
Scout Meeting The Boy Scouts
will meet at 7:15 o'clock tomorrow

Denver, Colo., May 23. New
Mexico Tonight fair cooler
in 'northeast portion, frost in
high districts of north portion; Friday fair.

DISCOVERY

WAS

the Place to Buy Best Groceries.

Turn Your Search in this Direction.
Strawberries,

Tomatoes,

ity residence on Palace sacted.

Women's Shoes is the bargain now
at Salmon's. If you want a strictly
stylish shoe that will wear good stop

C. A. Bishop.

Notice the Plain prices on all' of our
goods. The Ten Cent Store 249 W.
San Francisco St.
Our meat market, because so many
All Boxes of tne Santa Fe Electric
arrange for their meets here!
Laundry brought Into the office will
be redeemed at 10c doz.
Sprinkler Gets Busy Citizens are
grateful to Mayor Celso Lopez and the
WE WILL BE PLEASED
city council for getting out the street
To Arrange With You
sprinkler and putting it to work.
seamstress
For The Best Cuts of Meat or WANTED Experienced
apprentice. Call at Salmon's store.
Use a Cold Cream which imparts a
Either By 'Phone
softness to the skin. Use Zook's Rose
Cold Cream.
Or At Our Counter.
Pearl Handled Pocket Knives make
nice graduation presents at GORBELS.
The New and Beautiful always first
A Rendezvous For Meat
at the Akers, Wagner Furniture Co.
See the display now on.
Warm Weather Is coming. Cooking
by electricity is cheaper than coal.
Sparks can prove it. See him.
About The Kind They
Fifteen Club The Fifteen Club will
meet tomorrow afternoon at 3 o'clock
at the residence of Mrs. McDonald.
Mrs. Harroun to preside.
FOR SALE New Hammond typewriter, three type discs and leather
traveling case. Inquire New Mexican.
Phcne 92.
Breaking" Thus
"My Heart Is

Green Onions,

Eat!

Radishes,
Lettuce,

Spinach,

Carrots.

Parsnips,

made this union and the men who,
half a century ago, restored and per-

petuated it.

Crooked Politics.
"We have against us in this fight
practically every representative and
beneficiary of the old systems of privilege both in politics, and in business.
We have against us practically every
representative of the alliance between
crooked business and crooked politics.
What the Colonel Advocates.
"I advocate the creation of a national bureau whose business it shall be
to investigate protected industries
that the protection does really benefit
the workmen. So, we believe in work-mecompensation laws, in laws to secure better conditions in tenement
houses, laws to prevent women from
working over hours, or children working at all. We believe in establishing
over all big industrial enterprises engaged in interstate commerce a super
vision similar to that which now obtains over all big business concerns
engaged in interstate transportation
and over national banks.''

in and see them.
A Pair of Gold Nose Glasses were
found on Palace avenue below the
Plaza this morning by Halcott Soud-erOwner can have same by calling at the New Mexican and paying
for this ad.
Never has there been in Santa Fe
such a line of chafing dishes, percolators, etc., as Yontz, the jeweler, has
on hand. See advertisement.
Cease Your Search for delightful
Go straight to Zook's
candies.
and
JIM FLYNN WILL BOX
you'll be glad. Fresh today.
IN ALBUQUERQUE TONIGHT.
Fair and Cooler That is the prediction of the weather bureau for to(By Special Leased wire to Km Mexican i
night and tomorrow. Yesterday the
Albuquerque, N. . M., May 23. Jim
maximum temperature was 73 deNEW JERSEY IS
Flynn, of Pueblo, and his sparring
grees, the minimum 48 degrees. The
NOW BATTLEFIELD.
partner, Al Williams, will box three
relative humidity was down to 12 per
rounds tonight before the New Mexicent.
(Continued trorn raee One.)
co Athletic Club. The Brotherhood
New Style
Corsets "Townsend''
of Locomotive Firemen, which is in
has just received twelve new stvles
committee is opposed by a strong
session here and of which Flynn is a
C. B. Corsets,
ranging in price $1.00 to;
organization, which is trying member, gave Flynn a rousing recep?3.50.
Quality and price guaranteed.! to elect "uninstructed"
delegates. The tion.
Jack Curley, manager for
There is nothing better made. Whyj
primaries are next Tuesday. Twenty-lou- r Flynn and his bride, who was Miss
more.
Py
delegates chosen for the twelve Marie Drescher, of Denver, will witNothing would be nicer than to pre-- '
districts, and four dele- ness the bout.
sent the young actors and actresses congressional
at large by the total vote of the
with a bouquet tonight in appreciation gates
state.
ol their talent. And tomorrow even-- ,
STOLE $1,0C0 FROM
Patterson, N. j.. May 23 Theodore
ing the graduates really must have
CARNEY, OKLA., BANK.
flowers. The Clarendon Garden is the Roosevelt delivered here this afternoon
the
first
in
his
speech
to
Leased
Special
campaign
Wire to New ilexisa.i)
only place
(By
get them.
There's No Doubt of It "The king-- ' for the national delegates from New
Guthrie, Okla., May 23. Advices
dom of Heart's Content ' is the real Jersey. He said in part:
from Carney, Oklahoma, say robbers
Back to Heatlhy Idealism.
entered the Bank of Carney early tothing in the way of displaying the
"In its essence this is a vorv oim. day and escaped with booty amounting
charming side of college life and ac- tivities. They are all there from pie fight and yet I think it is a fiirhr to about ?15,000 secured by blasting
.
the exalted senior to the Egotistic of more
importance to the safe.
me people ot our country than anyj
Freshman. Tonight at the Elks'.
that has taken place since the days of
PROFESSIONAL CARD.
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for Rent
L. F. MURRAY,
Rooms elegantly furnished and hav- Lincoln, for it is a fight to restore!
healthv!
Physician and Surgeon.
ing all modern conveniences. Includ- and strengthen the simnle.
Catron block, next door to Wells
heat and idealism which characterized the men
ing electric light, steam
baths, in the First National Bank who, a century and a quarter ago, Fargo. Phone 233.
b.iilding. Apply to F. M. Jones.
Warranty Deed Recorded A warranty deed was this morning recorded in the office of County Clerk M. A.
A.o. Bn.rcKK
jxo. S. mitchej.j.
Ortiz transferring a house and lot in
LOS
ANGELES
Santa Cruz for a nominal sum from
MEXICO HEADQUARTERS
Maria del German Valdez de Goven
to Daniel Baca. Both persons live
RATES $1.00 and $1.50 per day.
in Santa Cruz, Santa Fe county.
With Private Bath, $1.50 to $3.00
It Can Never Happen Again The
senior class of the high school will .
present the "Kingdom of Heart's Con
tent,-- ' but once and if you fail to see
the local actors and "actorines" in
the screaming college comedy there
wi!l be one less thing to live for. Remember tonight at the Elks'.
Don't Wear Those Ready Made
Clothes They show they are catalogue garments. Call at the W. H.
We Have LOVELY FLOWERS
Especially For That Purpose!
Goebel Tailoring Company and get a
for
to
fit
suit
less
you.
stunning
THE CLARENDON GARDEN. Phone 12.
Injured in Runaway Mrs. Fred Aland and two children while returning

For Those Who
Are Particular

Rhubarb,

Asparagus,

from Pojoaque yesterday afternoon,
the horse behind which they were riding became frightened while coming
down the hill into Santa Fe, ran away
and threw the occupants out. Mrs.
Alarid sustained internal injuries and
two fractured ribs. One of the children was badly bruised, but the other
escaped unharmed. Mr. Alarid was
driving close behind in a wagon and
came to their assistance. Mrs. Alarid
was cared for by George W. Armijo,
Gilbert Mirabal and two others. She
is reported resting easy.
For Wind, tan or sunburn try an application of Zook's Benzoin, Witch Hazel and Almond Cream.
Sale of Home Baked Goods There
will be attendants in t'ae reference
room of the Public Library on Saturday forenoon at ten o'clock to receive
baked goods contributed.
The sale
will begin at eleven o'c'ock Saturday
forenoon and will continue until noon,
it will be resumed at one o'clock in
the afternoon. It is seldom that an
opportunity is afforded to buy home
baked goods, and the ladies of Santa
Fe are renowned for the delicious
bread, cakes, pies and rolls they
bake.
The sale is for a good cause
and all are asked to contribute baked
goods and to attend the sale.

evening at the barracks. There will
be an election of officers and other
important business will be tran-
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Plaza Market Co.
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Estancia Eggs, 25c. Doz.
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THE

HIGH-GRAD-

A

but it needs both occasion-

ery

,

ally.
If you will consider that the rim of
the balance wheel travels over fifteen
miles a day, you will not grudge your
watch a speck of oil and a cleaning
a year.
It will increase the
Ii
and accuracy of your watch
eave your watch with us

te

y.

OUR STOCK

JEM.

HEADQUATERS

HAVE VCU?v WATCH
CLEANLD OCCASIONALLY
WATCH will run without
oil cr dcanl.
if longer than
any other piece of machin-

'

WIL

FOR

E

viuTNREST

OF TOOLS

HOLLENBECK HOTEL

QUALITI and PRICE

NEW

SANTA FE HARDWARE AND SUPPLY COMPANY

1

SgSPJSE

-

1

Watches
and
Clocks.

YES!

j

"Time Pieces That Are
Reliable."

Send FLOWERS to
the Graduates, they
like nothing so well

hoe Stvles
a

5

!

7

.

rs,
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OME STORES set the style by having the new shapes first.

Other stores follow
along about a season behind. Women who buy shoes here wear THE NEWEST
AND BEST TO BE HAD. There's not a new last, a new heel, a new toe stvle, a new
leather you cannot find here as soon as it appears on the market. Remember, we charge no more for our shoes than other
stores. If we sell you a shoe at $2.50, $3.00 or $3.50 we'll guarantee the fit and the wear. If every woman knew all about
our shoes we'd sell all the Women's Shoes sold in town. A size and width for every foot.

S'

sho

Women's Oxfords, Queen Quality. We have a full line of the Best Oxfords made in every shape, size and width.

We Want to See Every Women With a Taste for Handsome Oxfords,
Home of Hart, Scliaffner & Marx Clothes.

-- 9.

NATHAN SALMON

